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I. INTRODUCTION 
The field of application of electrolytic solutions is 
vast and varied. In the practical realms of chemical manu­
facturing, electroplating, agronomy and many others, solu­
tions of electrolytes are in continual use. In research a 
large proportion of chemical work is done using this medium. 
Yet, there is no theory that can predict the behavior of a 
given electrolyte in a given solvent over a wide concentra­
tion range. Recognition of this fact has made the field of 
electrolytic solutions an active research area for many years. 
For the last 35 years the field has been dominated by 
the theory of Debye and Huckel (1) and its applications by 
Palkenhagen (2), Onsager (3), Jones (l|) and others. The 
theory has been very successful in predicting the behavior 
of dilute solutions of electrolytes. Both experimentally 
and theoretically, however, it has been shown to be inade­
quate to deal with concentrated solutions. In spite of this, 
it has been applied many times in cases where it has been 
proven to be inadequate. In short, the Debye-Hiickel theory 
has been forced far beyond its abilities and the intentions 
of its discoverers. 
This overreliaiTCe on the Debye-Hiickel theory has, in 
some ways, discouraged inquiry into other possible explana­
tions of solution behavior. In particular the concept of 
the ionic atmosphere, the basis of the theory, has inhibited 
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critical examination of solvent-solute Interaction, However, 
aa the limitations of the Debye-Hiickel theory have become 
more and more apparent, greater interest has developed in the 
microscopic picture of electrolytes in solution. It is now 
acknowledged that a more detailed account must be made of 
solvent-solute requirements, in terms of both energy and 
volume, before a sound theory of concentrated solutions can 
be developed. 
Experience with the Debye-Hiickel and other theories of 
ionic solutions has shown that polyvalent electrolytes fur­
nish the severest experimental testing grounds. This is due 
to the strong coulomb effect of the polyvalent ions on the 
polarizable solvents, together with other effects less well 
understood. Yet, until recently, this field was not explored 
because of the scarcity of polyvalent electrolytes with 
negligible solvolysls and association in dilute solution. 
The development of the ion exchange method of rare earth 
separation (5, 6, 7» 3» 9» 11» 12, 13) changed this 
situation drastically, with the separation of almost all of 
the rare earths in kilogram quantities and spectroscopic 
purity, a vast array of strong electrolytes was made available. 
Their basic properties made hydrolysis a minor problem In 
the dilute concentration range; arKi their association proper­
ties with many common anions seemed satisfactory. 
Another intriguing feature of the rare earth series as 
a testing ground is furnished by their electronic structure. 
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Procedlng from Lanthanum to Lutetliam, as the atomic number 
incroaaea the additional electrons go into the inner ifi* 
shell. Since the chemical properties are largely determined 
by the outer electrons and these are not much influenced by 
inner electron changes, to a first approximation, the chemical 
properties of the fourteen elements are the same. There is, 
however, a contraction in ionic radius with increasing atomic 
number due to the increasing attraction of the electron 
shells by the nucleus. Therefore, one would expect a regular 
change in solution properties from Lanthanum to Lutetium due 
to this "Lanthanide contraction". 
These properties led Dr. Frank H. Spedding of the Ames 
Laboratory to the establishment of an extensive program of 
research in the aqueous solution properties of the rare earths. 
This pro^am has produced a large amount of very valuable 
data on the activity coefficients, conductivities, trans­
ference numbers, heat properties, and densities of rare earth 
solutions (lij., 15, 16, 17, 13, 19, 20, 21). 
The measurement of the partial molal volume as a function 
of solute concentration is a particularly straightforward 
equilibrium measiirement. There should be a definite relation­
ship between it and the actual microscopic volume changes 
caused by the dissolution of a salt. This is true, although 
there is, as yet, no adequate theoretical explanation of the 
low concentration behavior of the partial molal volumes of 
polyvalent salts. 
In th0 hope of increasing knowledge of the volume ef­
fects of salt dissolution it was decided to measure the par­
tial fflolal compressibilities of some rare earth salts. The 
compressibility is, simply, the derivative with respect to 
pressure (all else constant) of the partial molal volume. 
Therefore, its interpretation is very closely related to 
the interpretation of the partial molal volumes. It was 
hoped that the conjunction of these two closely related proper­
ties might yield more information than either would separately. 
The purpose of the research was, then, to measure the 
partial molal compressibilities of some rare earth nitrates 
and chlorides J and then to correlate these measurements with 
the partial molal volumes of the same salts. By this cor­
relation it was hoped to gain some insight into the relation­
ship between ionic size and the actual volume effects when 
a salt dissolves. The rare earths with their similar chemi­
cal properties and differing ionic radii should be a good 
test place for a study of this relationship. 
This study is one part of a coordinated attack on 
solute-solvent interactions. Parallel studies are being 
conducted on the heat effects of dissolution and other solu­
tion thermodynamic properties. In this program accurate 
thermodynamic data are being acciamulated. Due to the sensi­
tivity of these measurements, arising from the high charge 
on the ions, these data offer a severe test for any theory 
developed to explain concentrated solutions. 
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II. GENERAL THEORY 
A, Introduction 
Although many criteria have been used to define elec­
trolytic solutions, a most useful and general definition is 
based on the fact of electrical conductance. If a solution 
conducts electricity, it will be assumed that the solute 
has dissociated to give charged particles. Recognizing the 
existence of charged particles In the solution leads naturally 
to the investigation of the nature of forces acting between 
these charged particles, and between the charged particles 
and the solvent or solvents. 
The classical theory of electrolytic solutions of 
van't Hoff and Arrhenius ignores Interionic forces and, thus, 
corresponds to perfect gas theory. It was not too surprising, 
therefore, when it failed to describe the properties of 
strong electrolytes where the majority of the particles in 
solution are charged ions. 
The history of modern electrolytic solution theory, then, 
has been a history of continual experimental and theoretical 
investigation into ion-ion and ion-solvent forces. 
In this thesis we confine owselves to the discussion 
of equilibrium properties. Non-equilibrium properties such 
as conductance, viscosity, and diffusion will be treated only 
as they bear upon the equilibrium properties. 
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the theories 
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of electrolytic solutions like all physical theories are 
inherently dependent on the model chosen in their derivation. 
A model that represents the salient features of the system 
poorly will produce a poor theory unless some fortuitous 
coincidence intervenes. The more actual knowledge we can 
build into our model, the better we may hope to explain the 
experimental data. For these reasons we shall always attempt 
a critical examination of the physical model and both its 
explicit and implicit assumptions. 
B. Thermodynamic Review 
The first and second laws of thermodynamics may be ex­
pressed by the general differential equation; 
dE = TdS - dn^ (1) 
^ lT"l ^ ^  ^l^s,v,nj^,Xj ^^1 » 
in which: 
E is the energy of the system, 
^ is the entropy of the system, 
T,P,V are the absolute temperature, pressure, and volume of 
the system, 
n^ is the number of moles of component j. in the K component 
system, and 
Xj^ refers to any other variable upon which E may depend. 
The quant it lea (-3-S ) are called the chemical 
d n^ a,v,nj 
potentials of the system and are given the symbol^j^. 
For certain problems it is convenient to define other 
thermodynamic quantities as follows: 
Enthalpy = H = E + PV , (2) 
Helroholtz Free energy sA = E-TS, (3) 
Gibbs Free energy = P » H - TS . (I).) 
The chemical potentials, ^3^, of components are very 
important to the chemist. They are related to the "escaping 
potential" of a given component of a system. 
However, in form, they are inconvenient to use. To 
alleviate this G. N, Lewis introduced the concepts of 
fugaclty and activity. The fugacity of the i.th component, 
ll» is defined by: 
d A ^  =  R T d l n ^ i  .  ^ ^ -> 1 as P0 , (5) 
» Pi 
in which is the partial pressure of component ^  and P 
is the total pressure. 
The activity, a^, of the J^th component is a more con­
venient function for solution calculations, and is defined by 
s  5 " ^ / ,  ( 6 )  
in which is the fugacity of component _l In some convenient 
but arbitrary, standard state. It should be emphasized that, 
in a system of given temperature, pressure, and composition, 
the fugacity is a definite quantity; while the value of the 
activity coefficient depends on the standard state chosen. 
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This is made clearer by expressing the activity as 
~ /^i * 
where^'j^ ia the chemical potential of component ^  in the 
arbitrary reference state. 
Since the Individual ionic concentrations in a solution 
can not be varied independently because of the condition of 
over-all electrical neutrality, the salt must be considered 
as the component. This is true, although the salt may not 
exist as such in solution. Thermodynamics does not permit 
the evaluation of ionic free energies or activities. However, 
because the ionic properties are the solution properties for 
most strong electrolytes, it is very useful to define ionic 
functions, and carry out developments in terms of these 
hypothetical quantities. 
Consider the following generalized diasociatlon scheme: 
A^. -h v: A^" . (8) 
The activity of the salt may now be written; 
a = (a^' ) • (a^f- ) - a^ ; = y; * v. , (g, 
where a ^  and a _ are the conventional individual ionic activ­
ities, and a ^  is called the mean ionic activity. 
The activity of a component is dependent upon the stand­
ard state chosen. Experimentally it has been found that the 
activity of a solute becomes proportional to the mole fraction 
of the solute at low concentrations. A standard state can, 
therefore, be conveniently chosen so that the activity equals 
the mole fraction In very dilute solutions. An "ideal solu-
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tlon" ia, then, a solution In which the activity equals the 
mole fraction at all concentrations, A convenient measure 
of the deviation from ideality is the activity coefficient, 
fj^, defined as 
(10) 
"l 
The mean mole fraction and mean activity coefficients can now 
be defined by; 
^ . (11) 
f is called the rational activity coefficient. 
In many cases it is preferable to use activities defined 
in terms of molarities or molalities, defining the activity 
coefficients by. 
~ ®m^ /^ti J m^ ' (m? VI m ^  m( y-/- , (12) 
c cf- c ( y:;^ . 
The activities j 
hi. 
a 
-c* 
are written differently 
to emphasize the fact that they are different, beirg defined 
by different standard states. The standard states are chosen 
so that: f^ -> 1 as N ^  > 0 , 
1 as m ^  0 , {13) 
y ^ — ^  1  a s  c ^ - ^ O .  
Since^£ does not depend on the standard state, the following 
equation must hold. /a. = In (f ^ N^. ) 
=7^m + ) (1^) 
~yu.c + >"1^^ In (y^ ) . 
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Since at high dilutions, 
f, = = y* = 1 . (IS) 
» o 
one can find the value oUji^ for the various concentration 
variables by introducing the limiting values of c^ /m^ and 
Ni . One then obtains: 
= /^m ^  VRT In (^£22) -f V^RT In (^PgQ ^o) . (i6) 
Combining equations (ll|-) and (l6), one arrives at the following 
relationships between the activity coefficients. 
In fi = In Vt In (1 - 1% /lOOO), (1?) 
In f ^ = In y In !"•— + c^^'l •" -^2 ~] 
L^o 1000 d^ J , 
In s In y •+ In ]"— - c — 1 j 
1000 do J 
and (18) 
(19) 
'o 
in which ^  and ^  are the molecular weights of the solvent 
and solute respectively, and d, ^  are the densities of the 
solution and solvent. 
Through the preceding relationships it is possible to 
convert activity coefficients expressed in terms of one con­
centration basis to any other concentration basis. 
Consider any extensive thermodynamic variable G. Since 
G is a function of the number of moles present of a given com­
ponent, the partial molal quantity G^. may be defined as 
Gi » )t ? n X 5 ^20) 
where n^^ refers to the nianber of moles of component _i, and 
n^ expresses the condition that the concentration of all other 
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components are held constant. Note that the partial molal 
quantity is an intensive variable; that is, independent of 
the quantity of the component present. 
In a multicomponent system multiplication of the number 
of moles of each component by a factor b results in the multi­
plication of the quantity G by the same factor. 
oCbn^ , bnp, • • • •bnjj,T,P,x) » bG (n;]^^ng# • • • • »nj^,T,P,x). (21) 
This is the mathematical condition that G be a homogeneous, 
first degree function. Euler's theorem can then be applied 
to give! 
n f ) + n \ 4- « . . . 
^1 ^v1I^^T,P,n^,x "2 Sn2^T,P,n.,x 
''5.nj^'T,P,n.,x 
J' 
+• Hk ). o , , -- 0. (22) 
But 
^ G f-,.i ^ " • (23) 
Therefore, 
n,G, n^z + .... + njjGj^ = G. (2i|.) 
Taking the differential of equation yields: 
n]^dGi + ®'2^^2 ^  ^2'^"2 nj^dGj^, + Gj^-dn^^ I dG. (25) 
But, since G is a thermodynamic function, dG may be written as 
a total differential. At constant temperature and pressure 
° <^|T,P.nj.x '"rlj'T.P.nj.x ''"a ^ 
'4ik'T,P,nj,x V'>2^ ••••' V^k- (26) 
Combining equation (25) and (26) gives: 
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n^dG^ +• n2dG2 -!-•••* + njj.dGjj = 0, (2?) 
a form of the Gibbs-Duhem equation. 
For the two component systems discussed inthis thesis 
these equations may be simplified to 
and ^^2*^2 ^ G , (29) 
Therefore, it is necessary to determine experimentally for 
only one component of a two component system. The value for 
the other component can be obtained from equation (29) by 
Integration. 
Apparent molal quantities are defined by the equation: 
^ = (G - ni "5^ ) /nj ; (30) 
•—O 
where Gj^ is the value of the partial molal quantity of G in 
the standard state. The apparent molal quantities are related 
to the partial molal quantities by: 
G^ " ^ i '^n^^T,P,x,nj ^ Gi * 
For most solution properties they are more easily related to 
the experimentally determined quantities, 
A partial molal quantity of particular interest to thia 
thesis is the partial molal volume. At constant composition, 
temperature, and charge 
"^(F - P°) V - V° J (32) 
where ¥ = 
i 
13 
with denoting the partial molal volume of component 1* 
Combining this with our definition of the activity, 
equation (7), yields: 
^ (33) 
C, History of Electrolytic Solution Theory 
The theory of electrolytic solutions can be said to have 
begun when it was observed that salts, acids, and bases behaved 
differently than other substances in water. Their solutions 
conducted an electric current and behaved, in other ways, as 
if charged particles were present. In 1832 Faraday (22) 
discovered the law of electrolysis that bears his name; and, 
in 1876 Kohlrausch proposed his law of the independent migra­
tion of ions. 
In 1881 H. von Ilelmholtz (23, 2l|.) in a Paraday Society 
lecture proposed that "atoms of electricity" existed in 
electrolytic solutions, and that these atoms were simply re­
lated to the atoms and molecules of ordinairy experience. 
A large step forward was made by Svante Arrhenlus (25) 
in his theory that electrolytes dissociated in water even in 
the absence of an external field. Years before, Berzellus 
had suggested that an electric current passing through a solu­
tion would make the molecules dissociate. However, by care­
ful interpretation of the colligativ© property data of van't 
Hoff and years of work on the measurement of conductance. 
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Arrhenlus proved that iona existed as soon as a salt was dis­
solved. He can truly be said to be the founder of the dis­
sociation theory of electrolytes. 
The Dutch chemist, van't Hoff, (26) carried on extensive 
measurements of the colligative properties of both Inorganic 
and organic substances. His work on osmotic pressure will 
serve as a good example. Van't Hoff noted that the osmotic 
pressure of most organic substances could be represented by 
the equation: 
TTV = RT ; (3l^) 
where IT = osmotic pressure, 
V = volume of the system, 
T = absolute temperature, 
R = gas constant} 
but that inorganic substances were much more accirrately 
described by; TT V = i RT (35) 
In the dilute range i. was close to an integer, and seemed to 
be the number of ions into which a given salt molecule could 
dissociate. 
However, further work by many investigators, showed that 
i, even in very dilute solutions, was never an integer regard­
less of the precision of the data. Furthermore, ^  decreased 
quite rapidly with concentration while other measurements 
showed the salt still to be mostly dissociated. There were 
anomalies also in conductance measurements that simply were 
not explained by dissociation alone. 
The next big advance was made by G. N, Lewis (27* 28) 
who empirically introduced activltiea and activity coeffi­
cients in order to more closely measure deviations from 
ideal behavior. Lewis and his students measured the activity 
coefficients of many salts, and fitted their data by empirical 
equations. He may, also, be credited with the introduction 
of the ionic strength concept which may be defined by 
I  =  i Z c i  J ( 3 6 )  
1 
where is the concentration of the j^th ion and"Sj^ is its 
charge. This was prompted by the discovery that in dilute 
solutions the activity coefficient of an ion is the same in 
all solutions of the same ionic strength# 
At this point the field of ionic solutions was in a state 
of confusion. There were many measurements of the deviations 
of electrolytic solutions from ideality but no theory that 
approached a good explanation. However, as far back as l89i|-, 
the right path had been indicated by van Laar (29). He 
showed quite clearly that the coulomb forces between ions 
must produce a measureable effect on the osmotic pressure, 
conductance and other properties. Sutherland, (30) in 1907, 
attempted to calculate the magnitude of the effect, but only 
obtained an exceedingly approximate solution. 
Following Palkenhagen (33) we may divide the theories 
proposed to explain electrolytic solutions into two classes; 
chemical and physical. The chemical theories attempted to 
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explain all deviations bv comDlex formation (31) and hydra­
tion {'32). Since deviations occurred even in dilute solutions 
of NaCl where there was absolutely no evidence of complexes, 
and since hydration was not well enough understood to permit 
calculations J most of these theories came to nothing after 
brief vogues. 
The physical theories attempted to explain the behavior 
by treating the interionic forces. Noyes (3^4-)» BJerrum (35)* 
and Hantsch (36) all proposed that strong electrolytes in 
solution be considered as completely dissociated, and backed 
their proposals with strong evidence. 
Ghosh (37* 38) and, independently, Malmstrom (39)> 
attempted to apply Born's theory of ionic lattice energies 
to solutions. By assuming that the work of diluting a solu­
tion was work expended in the separation of oppositely 
charged ions, they calculated theoretical laws. However, the 
crystal-solution analogy was a poor one; and only a fortuitous 
cancellation in the mathematics allowed passable results to 
be obtained. The moat obvious flaw in the Ghosh theory was 
the fact that he obtained the wrong concentration dependence 
for all properties. 
The forerunner of modern electrolytic solution the­
orists was Milner (i|.0) by virtue of his osmotic coefficient 
treatment in 1912. By a sound application of Gibbslan 
statistical mechanics, Milner treated the possible configura­
tions of ions and the energies involved. Unfortunately, he 
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waa unable to solve exactly the mathematical expressions so 
obtained and had to resort to graphical methods. This tedious, 
approximate method enabled him to fit the osmotic coefficient 
data quite well; and gave exactly the right concentration 
dependence, 
In 1923 modern electrolytic solution theory was born 
with the publishing of Debye and Hiickel'a first paper (1), 
The enormous success achieved by the application of their 
theory from its introduction up to the present day make it 
worthy of the detailed discussion which will constitute the 
next section* Its very definite failures and limitatlona 
must also be examined if we are to see what must still be 
done, 
D. Electrolytic Solution Theory 
1. Theory of Debye and Hiickel 
Since the Debye-Hiickel (1) theory has been used as the 
basis for almost all of modern electrolytic solution theory, 
the following discussion will center around it. The discus­
sion deals only with certain equilibrium properties. For a 
complete theoretical treatment the book of Harned and Owen 
(i|.l) Is recommended. 
In the development of their theory Debye and iCiickel made 
several assumptions about the nature of electrolytic solutions, 
(1) Strong electrolytes are completely ionized in solu­
tion. 
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(2) All deviations from ideal behavior may be explained 
on the basis of coulombic interaction of the ions. 
(3) The solvent is a uniform structureless medium of 
uniform dielectric constant. 
(ij.) The distribution of ions around a central ion is 
given by the Boltzmann distribution law. 
The essential feature of the theory is the calculation of an 
electrical potential at a point in the solution in terms of 
the concentrations and charges of the ions present, and the 
properties of the solvent. This is achieved by the solution 
of a differential equation derived from the Poisson equation 
of electrostatics and a statistical mechanical distribution 
law. 
Poiason's equation states that: 
D ' '37) 
where: ^ - potential at a point where the charge density 
is ^  , 
D = dielectric constant of the medium, and 
= Laplacian operator. 
For the special case of a spherically symmetrical charge dis­
tribution, which is all that will concern us here, the La­
placian takes the form: 
' • (38) 
Substituting this in Poisson's equation gives: 
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^ . (39) 
If a particular ion is chosen as the coordinate origin, and 
there are no external forces, the time-average distribution 
of charge around the ion will obviously be spherically sym­
metrical. Therefore equation (39) is taken as applying to 
the time average values of the potential and ^  at a distance 
r from the central ion. This is done even though Poisson'a 
equation Is strictly true only for a system at rest. 
The average charge density at a point depends on the 
probability of an element of volume at that point being oc­
cupied by various kinds of ions. The ionic species will be 
denoted by subscripts 1, 2, and the algebraic 
valences of the ions by z ^. 
Since the solution is electrically neutral 
= 0 ; ik-O) 
i » 1 
where z average number of 1. - ions per cubic centimeter. 
Select ion as the center of the coordinate system. Then 
the electrical neutrality criterion tells us that the net 
charge in the solution outside ion is - e , Also, the 
average charge density at any point outside the ion must be 
of opposite charge to Then the totality of all spherical 
shells forming the whole solution outside the central ion will 
carry a total charge equal and opposite to the central ion. J liTTr^ dr = - j (ii-l) 
a 
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where & is the distance of closest approach of any other ion. 
The subscript on^ reminds us that it is only defined in the 
J^-ion coordinate system. It is useless to talk about the 
tlBje-average charge density at a point fixed relative to the 
vessel, for instance. It would be zero anywhere. 
The probability of an jL - ion being found in the voltane 
element at a distance r from the - ion, will be greatest 
when the electrical potential energy is lowest. It will also 
be proportional to nj^ and At large values of r, the 
probability should approach nj^dV. There are no absolute 
means of determining a-priori what form the distribution 
will take, Debye and Huckel assumed the Eoltzmann law in 
the form: 
n^ = ni exp ( - ) J ik^) 
kT 
1 
where n^^ " the average local distribution of 3^-ions, 
and ^ ® electrical potential energy of JL. 
Since each has the charge Z| 6 , the net charge density, at 
the point considered, is: 
exp (- ) . [lj.3) 
The Boltzmann law in the form of equation (i|2) is not exact 
for the following reason. In its exact form it would appear 
as: . 
ni « ni exp (- ) j (1^) 
where w^^ denotes the work expended (against the average force) 
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in bringing two ions ^  and J[ from infinity to the distance r. 
It is easily seen that Wjz , that ia, the work is not 
dependent on which ion is chosen aa coordinate center. The 
explicit assumption of Debye and Huckel is; 
Thia would only hold exactly if the mean distribution of charge 
in the neighborhood of a pair of ions ^  and at the separa­
tion r were always the sum of the charges induced by the two 
iona separately. Then the average force acting on either 
ion In the given configiaration would correspond to the average 
eleetrical field at the distance r from the other} the force 
from its own atmosphere vanishes due to symmetry# For low 
concentrations, small charges and large ion diameters, Onsager 
(I42) has shown equation {hS) to be a very good approxima­
tion. 
Let us now expand the exponential in equation 
^ ^ "1 > 
i 
4- T" "1 .2 
2 I ( . . (i^6) 
The first term on the right vanishes by the electrical neu­
trality criterionj and, if kT, only the term 
linear in is appreciable, giving the result: 
. = -21 m ^i ^ 
* 1 kT J (1|.7) 
which is the result used by Debye and Huckel, It is consistent 
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with the principle of linear superposition of fields; but, 
in fact, replaces the Boltzmann distribution with: 
For a single aynnnetrical electrolyte the approximation is leas 
drastic. By setting £i = "* £2 = —2 SQl^fi^'tion (14.6) 
becomes; 
a 0 - 2niZi^ ( ) -t- 0 - 1/3 n]^zi€: 
... . (49) 
So the approximation equation (l|.7) involves no error of order 
. 
Substituting equation (i|.7) in Poisson's equation yields, in 
the case of spherical symmetry: 
^ ^ r = K^M'.XSO) 
i 
2 . where = 1 {$!) 
D k T 
Equation (50) is a linear, second-order, differential equa­
tion between and r. The substitution: 
X » r ; (52) 
reduces it to the standard form: 
d^ X = \y2 . 
>Cr (S3) 
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which has the general solution: 
X  =  A e ^ ^ + B e ^ ^  j  
Xr _ Kr 
- A J. + B —- ^ 
Since iHuat approach zero as r becomes very large, B 
must be zero. 
Aft- >^r 
A may be evaluated by putting <4^. = into equa-
•— J X 
tion (If?) yielding: 
o - -A 7- "jZ? - . AA e"*^^ 
r 1 kT " h-'TT * r .(55) 
Using this in equation (Ij-l) we have; 
r A D r e~^^ dr = z-( G . (56) 
Integrating yields: 
lX!k 
Id 1 Ka 
so that is given by: 
^ £ o^ e""^^ 
^ J ' D * 1 Ka * r . (58) 
A = iLi . , i (57) 
This la the Debye-Hiickel fundamental equation for the time-
average potential at a point at the distance r from an ion of 
valence _Zj , in the absence of external forces. The quantity 
a has been introduced as the "distance of closest approach" 
of the ions; that is, the sum of their effective radii in solu­
tion. It is assumed that a is the same for any possible pair 
of ions. It is obvious from ionic mobility studies that this 
2k 
la a poor aaaumption at times. It should also be noted that 
there is no independent theoretical method for obtaining a, 
so that it is, in effect, a parameter determined from exper­
imental curve fitting. 
Before continuing to the actual calculation of the ther­
modynamic quantities from the potential function, modifica­
tions of the distribution function will be discussed. 
The first modifications were made by Miiller (i}.3)» and 
Gronwall, LaMer, and Sandved ikk* They accepted higher 
terms in the expansion of the Boltzmann distribution func­
tion, resulting in a aeries expansion for the potential; 
the leading term of which leads to the Debye-Hiickel expres­
sion. This procedure has been severely attacked on grounds 
of inconsistency by Guggenheim (I4-6), It should also be 
noted that their success in predicting measxireable quantities 
has been erratic. 
The next proposal was made by Dutta and Bagchi (if?* ii-8* 
I}.9> 50) in 1950. On the basis of a lattice model of a solu­
tion, used previously for imperfect gases, they proposed the 
distribution function: 
"i " ^ )| , (59) 
which is a Permi-Dirac type distribution. The resulting 
potential for a 1:1 electrolyte is: 
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This non-linear equation la then solved by an approximation 
method, letting tanh x • x for small x, and tanh x « 1 for 
large x» where x is ( ). The region of small x is taken 
to end at « 2k:T which leads to a potential similar to 
Debye and Huckel's, but not the same. The following equation 
is obtained; 
41 = JfUL (61) 
2 
Thus, the treatment cannot lead to the Debye-Huckel limiting 
law. Close to the central ion where tanh x is assumed one, 
the charge density is: 
s - (nx + n2} . (62) 
This implies that all the ions near a central cation are nega­
tive, with their concentration the same as the total concen­
tration of both lona in the bulk solution. This improbable 
assumption does not lead to a very good agreement with meas­
ured activity coefficient data, although the curves are the 
right shape. 
Recently Eigen and Wicke (5l» 52, 53» Sh) have proposed 
another modification. Considering the Boltzmann distribution 
function; 
"i - "i exp ( - ^ ^  .1 ) . 
kT 
one sees that, for the case where the 3. - ion is of different 
sign than the central - ion, the exponential argument is 
positive so that n^ is greater than n^j^ ; that is, the concen-
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tration of anions around a central cation is greater than In 
the bulk of the solution. There must, then, be an upper limit 
to n^ imposed by the actual size of the negative ions. There­
for©, Eigen and Wicke introduce a quantity, the number 
of sites available to _i-ions in unit volume. This they take 
as the reciprocal of the volume of a hydrated j.-ion, an over-
simplifioatlon. They, then, modify the distribution func­
tion so that n| can not exceed obtaining! 
n^ N. - n. y , 
— • Z exp ( -  ^ il ) , (63) 
"1 - n^ kT ' 
Then, however, they approximate this by the expression: 
The approximation is not very convincing. The charge density 
expression obtained is now: 
2 2 
-5- ,niZi G-
f j ^ ^ ^ 1 i 
leading to the potential: 
Z4 ^  - H'r 
U) = ^ . e ^ . 2 ; (66) 
TJ n i-vvtfl r ' ^ ' 
where 
D 1 Ka
.2 ^ 
- / n^z^ ( 1 . 
N 
1 
Eigen and Wicke next define an average nixmber of sites per 
» 2  
Ms 
^ "n" €• -y- 2 n, "1 
: D kT Z- (  -  ^) J (67) 
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"molecule of electrolyte", N, by: 
^ V- z 
(63) 1 . 21 ^ 
1 2 1 % ' 
and denote the number of "molecules of electrolyte" per cubic 
centimeter by n. One may then write: 
^ ( 1 ; (69) 
N 
where is the ordinary Debye-Huckel parameter. They, then, 
propose that the effective volume of an ion should be calcula­
ted from the parameter a by: 
^.3 , 
This is ridiculous in terms of our definition of a, as Stokes 
has pointed out. If a is a mean distance of closest approach 
a 
then "~Z~ would be a mean effective ionic radius, so that: 
IT (71) 
or 
+• ^2 . -rr a3 
2 ~T~ . (72) 
Their justification for this is that the value of a which af­
fects the potential is the distance of closest approach of 
oppositely charged ions, for which mutual penetration of hydra­
tion shells occurs. Then, the value limiting local concentra­
tion of ions of the same sign, thus giving , is larger; 
since such penetrations do not occur. This is not consistent 
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with our knowledge of water structure and packing. 
Aa a matter of fact, it is easily shown that worries about 
available sites around an ion are not Justified by evidence. 
Since the argument is somewhat long it is given in the appen­
dix. 
Of the three distribution functions discussed, only the 
form used by Debye and Hiickel is really consistent with the 
model assumed. What the other two lack In Internal consist­
ency they make up in greatly increased complexity of final 
results. 
Now, the potential, j, at a distance r from a selected 
J^-ion is: 
^i -Kr 
Vf : ^;
J D 1 ^  Ka r . (58) 
For an isolated ion of valence zi In a medium of dielectric 
constant D, the potential at a distance r Is given by: 
VV - ^ 
^ J ~ -J 73) 
•' D r 
By the principle of linear superposition of fields, the total 
potential at r, given by equation (58)i is treated as the 
tl 
of the potential due to the central ion, , and another 
potential, , due to all the other ions: 
. (7i^) 
Therefore, 
I z 
= -
•1 e ® -Xr 
' • a — X 1 (75) 
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This equation holds for r down to r = a . Within the distance 
r <• a, no other ion can penetrate; and the potential due to 
the spherically symmetrical distribution of these other ions 
is constant for all £ < aj and equal to its value at r s a, 
which is given by: 
The electrical energy of the central ion is, therefore, de­
creased by the product of its charge and this potential due 
to its interaction with its neighbors. But, if this argument 
were applied to every ion in the solution, each ion would be 
counted twice (as a central ion and as part of the surround­
ings of other ions). Therefore, the change in the electrical 
energy of the <iue to ionic interactions is: 
2 2 
A G « - ^.1 ^ X 
^ 2D * l^Xa . (77) 
This is multiplied by N to give the contribution for one mole 
""a 
of ions. 
G (el) - - ^ ^ (78) 
2D 1-^Ka 
If it is assumed that the solution would show ideal behavior 
in the absence of the considered interionic forces: 
"Sj = G. (ideal) (el) , (79) 
or 
7?0 5 RT In f J -H RT In Nj = "5^-»• RT In (el) ; (80) 
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where f. - rational activity coefficient, 
J 
- mole fraction of J[-iona, 
= standard state free energy. 
Hence, 
In f. = ^ 
RT 2D k T 1 Ka . (81) 
This is the individual ionic activity coefficient of the J_-
ions, which eannot be experimentally determined. Utilizing 
the definitions given previously of mean activity coefficients 
for an electrolyte dissociating into £ types of ions. 
log f^ : - — p = , (82) 
1-»-AP'^»- ; ^ii 
in which 
^ fz: 4^2 ikji )i , 
^ L i -1 1000 (DkT)-^ 
• o- 27 V-(DT) 3/if V- 1 1 i * (83) 
a ys 35.57,81° 
and A = "pTIT « {DT )t ; (8ij.) 
where is in Angstrom units, 
2. Modifications of the Debye"Hiickel theory 
The charge distribution used in the Debye-Hiickel deriva­
tion can be expressed as: 
(=3 = ^ "I'l^ )2 
+ .... (85) 
Debye and Huckel used only the first term in this expansion. 
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In 1928 LaMer and his co-workera solved the differ­
ential equations which result if further terms are included. 
They kept three terms for unsymmetrical electrolytes, and 
five for symmetrical. The equations obtained for activity 
coefficients gave, in some cases, better agreement with ex­
perimental data. However, they are extremely complicated in 
form and, so, difficult to use. Furthermore, a basic incon­
sistency in retention of higher terms was pointed out by 
Guggenheim (I4.6). The electrical contribution to the free 
energy must be the sairas regardless of the mathematical path 
between it and the ootential function used. This consistency 
criterion holds for the approximate Debye-Hlickel potential; 
but not for the supposedly more accurate potential of LaMer. 
In effect, the retention of higher terms in the expansion is 
inconsistent with the mathematical picture originally chosen 
for the solution. This criticism has effectively stopped the 
application of the LaMer extension to other solution proper­
ties . 
The introduction of new distribution functions to replace 
the Boltzmann equation has been a recent innovation. Al­
though the derivations of Eigen and Wicke {5l» 52, 53» 54)* 
and Dutte and Bagchl (ij.7, i|.8, i}.9, 50) stem from different 
physical models, the resultant equations are almost the same. 
The mathematical treatments are analogous to the Debye-
Huckel theory. The basic change between both of these theo­
ries and the Debye-Hiickel theory is a substitution of a 
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pseudo-lattice picture of tt« aolution for the simpler model 
used nreviously. Although many small flaws have been pointed 
out in these two new treatments, a thorough critique has not 
yet been published. Kirkwood maintains that the lattice pic­
ture is basically unsound in both cases; the lattice presumed 
is not consistent with the ionic volume requirements introduced 
later. 
It should, however, be said that both the Eigen and 
Wicke, and Bagchi equations sometimes lead to better values 
of activity coefficients in the higher concentration range 
than the Debye-Huckel theory. Yet, the additional arbitrary 
parameters needed cast doubt on the reality of the agreement. 
Bagchi's final equation for activity coefficients is 
too long and comtjlicated to go into further here, considering 
that it has not been shown to be superior to the far simpler 
Debye-Hiickel theory over the whole concentration range. 
The activity coefficient of Eigen and Wicke is given by: 
ii 
K 
,I^^T 6-^ P i 
'lOOO D k T ' 
>^ ( 1 . ^ 
(86) 
where X - the Debye-Htickel quantity, (8?) 
(88) 
n (89) 1000 
N = 
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H . 2 
^1 
i 
At"* - "effective" volume of + ion. 
At" z "effective" volume of - ion, 
Q : [ln(l ax.') - a K' J /(a X ' P . (91) 
Recently Stokes and Robinson (55) have proposed a new 
activity coefficient expression for ionic solutions, A 
resume of their derivation follows. 
Consider a quantity of solution containing one mole of 
solute X dissociated into moles of cations and Vp moles 
of anions, dissolved in Y moles of solvent S, The fixed 
total free energy of ti^ system can be calculated in two 
ways: 
a, considering the solute as unsolvated; 
b. considering that n moles of solvent are combined with 
V~ moles of ions. 
Denoting the solvent by subscript £ and distinguishing func­
tions of the solvated ions by primes, 
G " ^^s "*"^1 ^1 * (92) 
and 
G = (Y-n) Gg "*"^2^2 . ^93) 
ExpressIng each chemical potential in terms of mole fractions 
and activity coefficients and rearranging, 
(G° - gJ')/RT V^(G2 - G2 )/RT -H nGg /RT + n In a 
+ y- In ^  In f 3^ -K )r2 ^*2 ~ 
31+ 
= In + V2 In ^ 2 • 
As Y —*00 all the activity coefficients become unity, and 
a becomes unity, so the first three terms on the left equal 
zero. Introducing the mean ionic activity coefficients J 
In ^ inaA+ln2-i^^ _ (95) 
This is more useful if put in terms of the molality and the 
mean molal activity coefficient, • Using the relation­
ships ; 
- 1000 
h 
Y = ; and f. : Y.d-*- 0,001 V WAm) , {96)  
mW/ * •4. A 
equation (95) becomess 
In f^ = In In ag -v In [j-*001 W^ ( V"-n)m'J .(97) 
In this derivation n has been assumed to be concentration 
independent. 
The Debye-Hiickel expression is now taken to give the 
activity coefficient of the solvated ions. Therefore, the 
final expression for the activity coefficient is: 
c+» 
log Y » - —-- - ^ log a - log 
1 -V- A r V" ® 
[I + .001 W^(v--n)^. (98) 
This expression contains two parameters, n and a°, that are 
not theoretically determinable. It fits the experimental 
values for 1:1 electrolytes up to one to four normal when 
appropriate values for these parameters are chosen. 
The derivation of this equation has been criticized by 
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Glueckauf (56) on the grounds that volume fractions ahould 
have been used instead of mole fractions. It will be criti­
cized on quite different grounds in the following section 
on partial molal volume and compressibility expressions* It 
should also be mentioned that n , the hydration number of the 
salt, used in curve fitting, does not agree well with values 
obtained in other ways. For example, the iodide ion appears 
to be more heavily hydrated than the chloride ion. 
3. The Mayer~Poirler theory 
In 1950# tbe first totally new approach to electrolytic 
solution theory in twenty years was published, Joseph Mayer 
(57) proposed a theory based on his previous work (53, 59» 
6o) in the statistical mechanics of Imperfect gases. 
The theory la a modification of the molecular cluster 
technique; and Is reviewed thoroughly by Hill {6l), It is 
far too complex to delve into in the limited space available. 
This work was ignored at first because of the unfamiliar 
form of Mayer's final equations, based on a rather strange 
standard state. 
In 1953J Poirler (62) put Mayer's work Into useable 
form; and derived equations for activity coefficients, par­
tial and apparent molal heat contents, and partial and appar­
ent molal volumes. He also calculated the activity coef­
ficients of four, different charge-type salts, using a° as 
the only adjustable parameter. The theory was in fairly good 
agreement with experimental data up to twice the concentration 
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for which the simple Debye-Huckel theory held. 
Further discuaslon of the Poirier treatment will be 
deferred until later. 
Ij. Theoretical expressions for partial molal volumea 
Partial molal volumes are related to the mean ionic 
activity coefficient by the equation: 
^RT = ^2 - V® J (99) 
where Vg ~ partial molal volume at infinite dilution. 
Therefore, differentiating the Debye-Hiickel activity coef­
ficient expreaaion, equation (32), with respect to P, 
yields: 
 ^ '^ v . (100) 
2 2 1- APVv 
where z 2.303 V-RT$"^ • i (^ ^  ^" ^  '^ ) , (101) 
: 2.303 vrt a ^ ^ »(102) 
and /S - - ^  (3lJL ) - - ) 
[ v ^ f— . (103) 
In order to apply this, it is necessary to know the partial 
differential coefficients. If they are unknown, the equation 
is used in the form: 
— —o 0 r* ^  
^2 • ^ 2 1* A^•^ I (1<4) 
or the limiting form: 
Vp - ?? = Sv . (105) 
'2 ' "2 " 
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A theoretical expreasion for the apparent molal volume can 
also be deduced. 
A botherson® point has always been that many salts fol­
lowed equation (10^) far beyond the range where their activity 
coefficients were described by the Debye-Hiickel equation. The 
salts did not have the predicted slopes, but Vg was linear 
1. 
with . 
Another equation for partial molal volumes was derived 
from the Stokes-Robinson activity coefficient equation. Dif­
ferentiating equation (97) with respect to P, gives J 
^2 - ^ 2 = Ipebye-Hiickel equation"^ / " 
where m = molality of the solution, and 
n » moles of hydration water per mole of salt. 
Neither equations (10^) or (106) describe the partial molal 
volume data on rare earth chlorides and nitrates, obtained 
by E. 0. Ayera. 
Attempts were also made to describe the rare earth data 
using Poirier's equation. The attempt was a miserable failure. 
The partial molal volume equation of Poirier did not fit the 
experimental data in any concentration range. Moreover the 
theoretical curve had inflection points that were absent in 
the experimental curve. 
The best description of the rare earth data is given by 
the empirical equation; 
- -0 4 3/2 2 
V2 - V"2 * bffi®cm -v-dm em . (IO7) 
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Mo attempt was made to fit the experimental data using 
the theoretical treatments of Eigen and Wicke, or Dutta and 
Bagchl. 
5« Theoretical compressibility expressions 
The partial molal compressibility is related to the par­
tial molal volume by the equation: 
Ko ® ~ (-3.1^ ) ; (108) 
2 P 'T 
and the apparent quantities by: 
^k " " ^ • (109) 
The expression used to calculate ^ ^'s from experimental den­
sity measurements is: 
where d = density of solution of molality m, 
d^ = density of pure solvent, and 
= molecular weight of solute. 
Differentiating this with respect to P gives: 
= if (f- (?o 
1 
where /% - - for the solution, and 
V V 
5= the same for the solvent. 
Since differentiation of equation (100) with respect to 
P would give a result containing many unknown coefficients. 
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only a simple expression for ^ y. is practical at present. Con­
sider the simple limiting law expression for the apparent 
rnolal volume: 
iif, = |!<; ! (112) 
where 
= 2.303V-RT Sf • 4 " -^) (io°g.f )*. (113) 
a 
Differentiating this with respect to £ yields; 
0. ' >1 1 • (lll^> k 
Even in this simple form contains two coefficients 
which can only be guessed at; , and • 
p«=^ P 
In the case of the compressibility coefficient, the 
form of the final equation can possibly be prophesized. If 
and both vary as ra®j and using equation (111), then, 
-(So- Am-+ ; (ll5) 
in which 1000 A :: 0^ - 0° , (ll6) 
« ^ • 
and 1000 B s ** * (117) 
The best estimate ofpossible at the present time is found 
in Harned and Owen. 
E. The Present Status of Electrolytic Solution Theory 
A short, general discussion of the present status of 
electrolytic solution theory seems pertinent at this stage. 
The first point that should be made is that the Debye-Iiiickel 
ij-0 
theory aeeras to be essentially correct in the low concentra­
tion range. '»/hen the mole fraction of solute is quite small, 
leas than 0,02, coulorabic interaction is the principle force 
leading to non-ideal behavior. This viewpoint is supported 
by the great success of the theory in its applications to 
both equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties. 
The second point to be made is that above the very di­
lute range, the Debye-Hlickel theory does not give the correct 
answers. It becomes a progressively worse description as 
the solute concentration increases. People who attempt to 
shore up the theory frequently ignore the facts that the 
physical model becomes much less accurate and the elementary 
mathematical assumptions become much more restricitive as 
concentration increases. The basic limitations have been 
extensively analyzed by Onaager and others; yet, we still 
find people proposing slight modifications on rather feeble 
theoretical grounds. The modifications are usually designed 
to help explain one property. When they are applied to 
other properties their ad-hoc nature quickly becomes apparent. 
The activity coefficient is the simplest quantity to 
calculate from the Debye-Hiickel theory; and it frequently 
agrees with experiment quite well to a concentration of about 
one molar, if the parameter a° is used. However, it follows 
~ i 
the "limiting law" of linearity with m® only below 0.1 molar. 
Yet, the apparent molal volumes, compressibilities and ex­
pansibilities are linear with m^ over the whole concentration 
il-1 
range for moat of the salts measured. The slopes of the 
curves are usually not the theoretical slopes, nor are the 
slopes a function of charge-type only; still, the predicted 
concentration dependence is followed far beyond the expected 
range. This seeming anomaly suggests that for these volume 
properties coulombic forces become rapidly less dominant. 
In general, studies of volume properties suggest that 
much more should be done with the actual volume of the enti­
ties in the solution. Ionic solvation must be taken into 
account. Yet, most experimental and theoretical studies of 
solvation have been inadequate or arbitrary. At least three 
aspects of solvation must be considered: 
(1) volume requirements in the packing of solvent mole­
cules around an ion, 
(2) energy criteria for solvation, and 
(3) interaction between solvated solvent and free sol­
vent. 
No study has yet developed all three criteria clearly. 
Until such a complete theoretical picture of solvation 
is developed, the further growth of electrolytic solution 
theory will be retarded, A complete theory of solvation of 
this nature could be well tested by the use of accurate 
volume property data on the rare earths. 
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III. PARTIAL -MOLAL COMPRESSIBILITIES 
A. Introduction 
A study of the compressibilities of rare earth solu­
tions suggested itself for two primary reasons. In the 
first place, a study of the partial molal volumes of some 
rare earth salts had shown some interesting anomalies. The 
partial molal volumes did not seem to be a simple monatonic 
function of the cation radius and charge, but fell into two 
groups, the light rare earths behaving differently than the 
heavy. It was also abundantly clear that the data were not 
in good agreement with any of tto simple theoretical predic­
tions. There were other indications in the concentration 
dependence of the partial molal volumes that hydration^ 
which is ignored in the simple theories, has an important 
effect. This suggested that a closely related volimie prop­
erty, in conjunction with the partial molal volumes, might 
give some valuable information on the actual role of hydra­
tion in electrolytic ablution properties. 
Secondly, any derivation of theoretical partial molal 
volume expressions from activity coefficient expressions 
Involves the partial derivative of the concentration with 
respect to pressure. This is closely related to the meas­
ured compressibility. Therefore, to check any proposed 
theory of partial molal volumes rigorously, experimentally 
measured compressibilities must be available. 
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In addition to these reasons the measurement of com­
pressibilities is apT>ealing because of its inherent sim­
plicity of concept. The path between the experimental 
readings and the useful functions is direct and unambigu­
ously defined. 
Essentially, this is one phase of a study of the effect 
of charged ions on the disordered structure of water. The 
partial molal functions discussed are measurements of the 
volume effects due to the strong ion-solvent interactions 
found in aqueous solutions. It is strongly believed that 
information on this type of interaction is necessary before 
electrolytic solution theory can go beyond the dilute concen­
tration range. 
B. History of Measurement 
The first reliable work on the compressibilities of 
electrolytic solutions was done in 1386 by Rontgen and 
Schneider (63) in Germany. The previous measurements had 
been sporadic, and the results extremely erratic. Rontgen's 
data on KGl and WaCl was the extent of the literature until 
Berkeley (6I|,) measured Ca2Pe(CN)£j compressibilities in 1909. 
All the early measurements were made by the direct 
method which was brought to its most accurate form by P. W. 
Bridgman (65). In the direct method the solution under 
study is actually compressed, usually in a hydraulic cylin­
der; and the volume change measured. The pressure is meas­
ured by a wire resistance gauge or, in recent times, a 
piezoelectric pressure gauge. 
The publication of Debye and Huckel's first paper gave 
a great impetus to the study of compressibilities. Many in­
vestigators wondered if the theory would hold for the com­
pressibilities, as it seemed to hold for activity coeffi­
cients. With this in mind, Perman and Urry (66) measiored 
KCl and CaClg J and Adams (6?) studied the compressibilities 
of K2S0^ and KCl. 
Then, in 1933 Gucker (68, 69) reviewed the work to that 
date, defined the apparent molal compressibility, and showed 
i' that it was a linear function of £ over a wide concentration 
range, using the accurate data of llair and Lanman (70). He 
also showed that whenever the apparent molal volume is linear 
in the specific compressibility,^^, follows the simple 
relationship 
AC + BC^^^ : (118) 
where ^  ^ is the compressibility of the pure solvent, and A 
and B are constants characteristic of the solute. This 
equation is similar to that of Root (71) for the density of 
such solutions. In the next year Gucker (72) discussed the 
theoretical explanation of the limiting slope of the appar­
ent niolsl compressibility curves. He also showed tlmt the 
linear relationship between the apparent molal compressi-
-i-bility and jC^ could be derived from the Debye-Huckel theory 
(73). 
Scott and Wilson (7i|-) made a careful study of the coef­
ficients of compressibility of KCl, KRp, NaCl^ NaBr, NaT, 
LiCl, Lift:-, and Lil. They independently discovered the 
linear relationship between the apparent molal compresai-
h bility and £®. Gibson (75) also measured the compressi-
bilitiea of some 1:1 salts and verified the linear relation­
ship. 
However, the slopes of the linear curves did not seem 
to approach the Debye-Hiickel limiting law at low concentra­
tions; and showed much greater differences between salts of 
the same valence type than would be expected from the theory. 
One of the difficulties was inherent in the use of the 
direct method. It was not accurate enough to differentiate 
between the low concentrations needed to check the Debye-
Eiickel laws. The development of ultrasonic techniques, 
after Pierce's original interferometer, made it possible to 
work at lower concentrations. The work of Bachem and 
Falkenhagen (76, 77) using the Debye*Sears technique was 
particularly accurate. Then, in 19^0, Giacomini and Pesce 
(78) studied a number of 2:1 salts. Recently Krishnamurty 
(79» 80) and Venkatasubramanian (8I) in India, and Branca 
(82) in Italy have studied other low valence type salts. Of 
all these measurements only Krishnamurty's exhibit deviations 
from a linear Cp dependence for the apparent molal compressi­
bilities, His curves exhibit a curious maximum at 0.3 molal. 
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which is completely at variance with every other accurate 
measurement on the same salts. Although all the other work 
seems to verify the linear relationship between the apparent 
i 
molal compressibilities and £", none aeems to approach the 
limiting laws of Debye and Huckel even at the lowest concen­
trations measured. In the case of 1:1 salts, theory pre­
dicts the same slope for all, whereas, the experimental 
slopes seem to have no simple relationship to each other. 
Higher charge-type salts have greater slopes, as theory pre­
dicts, but the relationships are far from quantitative. 
Recently, Gucker (83, 8ii-) has done some interesting 
work on proteins but, so far, this has shed no light on the 
problem of electrolytic solutions. The same may be said 
of Miyahara's (85) work on dicarboxylic and hydroxycarboxylie 
acids. 
Aside from the Debye-Huckel theory, theoretical treat­
ments of aqueous solution compressibility have been soarse. 
A simple electrostatic theory was proposed by Zwicky in 1929, 
but has failed to give more than a crude qualitative explana­
tion, An empirical equation proposed by Tait (37) in I888 
has had some interesting applications, The equation: 
(P) (Prt) R P / \ 
Vq = - C log (|-Tr4 ) J (^19) 
o 
whep® V (Pq) Z volume of 1 gm liquid at bars, 
/ \ 
Vq = volum.e of 1 gm liquid at P bars, 
P»Po - pressures in bars, and 
k-7 
B,C = constants characteristic of liquid and 
temperature, 
seema to describe the P-V relationships of many fluids over 
wide temperature and pressure ranges. In 1907» Tammann (88) 
proposed that intermolecular forces and interionic forces in 
liquids could be considered as an additional compresaional 
force acting on the solution. Gibson (89* 90) followed this 
lead and modified the Tait equation into the form: 
- V = - c log (£Z_Ll-£a-.) J (120) 
X O Bi- Po 
(P) 
where z apparent specific volume of solvent in 
solution, 
Pg = apparent effective specific pressure, 
and the rest of the quantities are as defined before. 
Pq seems to be definitely a function of ion size and 
charge. The above equation describes the compressibilities 
of solutions over wide ranges of concentration, temperature, 
and pressure. However, it has not yet been possible to 
analyze P -quantitatively in terms of solute properties. It 
does suggest that a more intimate account of actual volume 
effects of solute ions and solvent molecules would be fruit­
ful in further theoretical work on electrolytic solutions. 
An interesting sideline to compressibility theory was 
proposed by Pasynskii (9I) in 1938. After measuring the com­
pressibility of a large nxmber of salts, Pasynskii proposed 
a method of calculating hydration numbers from these measure­
l}.8 
ments. The method was extended to other salts by Yasunaga 
and Sasaki (92) who modified Pasynskii's approach. The fol­
lowing derivation is based on their work. 
Consider a solution of volume V made from n^^ moles of 
water of molar volume V°, and ng moles of salt of molar 
volume , As the salt dissolves a certain number of moles 
of water, n^, is strongly hydrated by the salt. This water 
is compressed by the ions and now has a molar volume, . 
The volume of the solution is then described by the equation: 
V = (ni - nh ) V? + "h \ 
The apparent molal volume is defined by; 
^v - ^ " "l^l (122) 
^2 
Combining these two equations gives: 
li'v = - ^ ^1° • (123) 
ng  ^ xi2 
The apparent molal compressibility is defined by: 
^T . (1214-) 
Differentiating equation ( 123) with respect to P, 
- 't - ^ • !"!> 
The following assumptions are now made 
(1) The salt is incompressible at the pressures ordinar-
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lly used in a measurement; 
Vp (-12) s 0, 
(2) The amount of hydration is unaffected by the com­
pressibility measurement; 
(-^ ) = 0. 
> P 'T 
(3) The waters of hydration are so strongly compressed 
by the ion-dipole forces that the additional com­
pression of the measurement is neglectable; 
(-Tp^ >1 - 0-
Equation (125) now becomes : 
y - V? 
^ " nj" ^  > p ^ T . 
But 
fAlLx - -O 
P " " ft. ^1 ' 
where - compressibility of pure water. 
Therefore, 
°2 0]c "h - 4 
"h ' V° > "2 • '128) 
This gives the moles of hydrated water per mole of salt. To 
calculate ionic hydration numbers, one must estimate or 
assume the hydration number of one ion. Then, the hydration 
number of any other ion can be calculated, if the necessary 
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compressibilities are known, Yasunaga and Sasaki calculate 
the hydration numbers of the alkali metals, alkaline earths 
and most common anions by this method* 
The following critical comments should be made about 
this treatment. 
If all the waters of hydration were immediately next 
to the ion, and this was the only hydration of importance; 
assumptions (2) and (3) might hold. However, this simple 
view of hydration is not borne out by other experimental data. 
To even glean a rudimentary understanding of hydration and 
ion size In solution, one must recognize that different 
orders of hydration energy may exist for the various waters 
around a given ion. Bockris (93) has divided hydration into 
primary and secondary forma, where primary concerns the first 
layer of water around an ion and secondary includes any fa­
ther effects. But this is a definition rather than an ex­
planation. 
The calculation of hydration from compressibility is 
discussed somewhat further in a later section. 
C. Theory of Method 
The field of ultrasonics has become so vast and varied 
in the last twenty years that it is obviously impossible to 
cover it here. For excellent coverage of the entire field 
the books by Bergmann {9i!) and by Hueter and Holt (95) are 
to be recommended. This section will be almost exclusively 
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concerned with the propagation and propagation constants of 
ultrasonic waves in fluids. This, and other aspects of 
scientific importance, are excellently discussed in the books 
of Richardson (96) and Vlgoureux (97)• For chemical appli­
cations the review by Yeager and Hovorka (98) is particularly 
worthwhile. 
Ultrasonic waves may be defined as artificially pro­
duced compresslonal waves at frequencies too high to be 
audible to humans; in effect, above 20,000 cycles per second. 
The field can be said to have originated with Galton in 
1883 in his air jet whistle experiments. Since that time 
both the methods of generation and the uses of ultrasonic 
waves have increased enormously. 
The generation of ultrasonic waves in fluids can be 
effected either by the direct excitation of the fluid as in 
the Galton whistle or Hartmann (99) jst, or by excitation of 
a solid vibrator with one face in contact with the fluid. 
The latter method is, by far, the most prevalent in both 
scientific and practical usage. The methods of excitation 
of the solid vibrator are readily divided into four classes; 
(1) mechanical, 
(2) electromagnetic, 
(3) magnetostrlctive, 
(i|) piezoelectric. 
Only the piezoelectric excitation method will be discussed 
here. It is the most widely used in the study of fluids. 
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The Piezoelectric effect was discovered by P. and P. J. 
Curie in l380. They discovered that certain materials de­
veloped electrical charges on their faces if put under 
mechanical stress. If the stress was reversed, the polarity 
of the charges changed. They also discovered the converse 
effect of the setting up of mechanical stress by electrical 
polarization of the piezoelectric material. Every piezo­
electric substance exhibits both properties. Quite a few 
materials have been found to be piezoelectric; quartz, 
rochelle salts, airanonium dihydrogen phosphate, barium titan-
ate, and others. The material primarily used for scientific 
work remains quartz because of its strength, hardness and 
insolubility in most common fluids. 
It was noticed quite early that the way the transducer 
was cut from the natural quartz crystal was very important 
to its piezoelectric properties. For the generation of 
longitudinal waves it was found that the x-cut crystal was 
preferrable. This designation simply means that the large 
dimension of the crystal is cut perpendicular to the optical 
X-axis of the natural quartz crystal. 
Certain facts of piezoelectric theory warrant mention 
but for a detailed account see the books by Mason (100) and 
Cady (101). If an x-cut plate or disc has electrodes In 
contact with the two x surfaces and a potential V across 
them the thickness change, is given by: 
d V ; (129) 
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where d is a characteristic of the niaterial. For quartz d 
is 2 micromierometers per volt. An alternating voltage 
iitipreased across the plates produces an alternating thick­
ness change; alternative contractions and expansions. In 
general, this oscillation is forced; but if the frequency 
of the alternating voltage is the same as the natural fre­
quency of the thickness vibration of the plate, resonance 
occurs. This increases the amplitude of mechanical oscilla­
tions by a factor of hundreds. The amplitude of oscillations 
is limited by the damping effect of the medium in which the 
plate la oscillating. The final limiting factor, however, 
is the actual mechanical strength of the plate. Since the 
damping depends mainly on the density of the medium, gases 
have low damping power; little power is needed to drive the 
crystal; and there are strong possibilities of fracturing 
the plate. In liquids, however, damping is increased many-
fold; it becomes necessary to furnish more power to the 
crystal; and, due to the heavy damping, fracturing becomes 
a minor problem. 
It is possible to calculate the power output of a 
crystal from its dimensions and the applied current. For 
velocity and attenuation measurements too much power must 
be avoided. An excess of power can lead to distortion of 
the wave pattern, heating of the medium and streaming of the 
medium. All of these effects make accurate propagation con­
stant measurements impossible. 
It is obvious that the design of the crystal holder 
Is a very important factor in the design of propagation con­
stant measuring apparatus. All of the following criteria 
must be considered as they apnly to the particular problem 
at hand. 
(1) There must be good electrical contact between the 
crystal and the leads carrying the applied potential, 
(2) The possibility of short circuits between the 
x-facea of the crystal must be minimized. 
(3) The crystal cannot be held rigidly, yet, should be 
capable of exact positioning. 
(i|.) One face of the crystal must be in good mechanical 
contact with the fluid being studied. 
(5) An attempt should be made to maximize the efficiency 
of the conversion of electrical to mechanical energy. 
(6) Reflections of waves from parts of the holder, par­
ticularly the back plate, should be minimized. 
(7) The holder should be as simple as possible. 
As was mentioned previously, the driving of a crystal at 
its fundamental mode of vibration is highly advantagous. For 
an x-cut crystal y millimeters thick this fundamental mode 
frequency is kilocycles, iVhen a variable frequency 
oscillator is needed, it has been found possible to excite 
the crystal at overtones of its nat\wal frequency. Bergmann 
writes in his book that he has been able to drive a crystal 
into oscillation at its 237th overtone. Usually, however. 
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much more power Is needed to drive a crystal at an overtone 
that at its fundamental. 
The basic electrical circuit for driving the piezo­
electric crystal was developed by Langevin (102) in I917• 
In figure 1 a simple crystal oscillator is sketched. The 
theory of this oscillator is discussed in any basic elec­
tronics text. In brief, it is found that by choosing the 
values of the L and £ in the "tank circuit", T, this circuit 
may be made to oaclllate at the natural frequency of the 
crystal X* The electrical circuitry will be discussed more 
fully later. 
The basic equation relating the measured propagation 
EZZ2 X 
Figure 1. Simple Crystal Oscillator 
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constant of the medium and the desired elastic constant is 
Hewton's equation: 
= : (130) 
where is the adiabatic compresaibility defined by, 
(2a = ' '131) 
V is the velocity of the ultrasonic plane wave in fluid, and 
d is the measured density of the fluid. Newton's equation is 
derived in the appendix. 
That the measured this way is the adiabatic quantity 
was demonstrated experimentally by Richards (103) In 1939» 
It is related to the isothermal quantity ^^ by the relation­
ship; 
= (Sa ^ ^ t)/ Op , (132) 
where = coefficient of thermal expansibility, 
V = the volume of the fluid, 
T • the temperature of the fluid, and 
Cj, = the heat capacity of that volume of fluid. 
Since is used as the difference between the solution 
and t)ure water in this work, the coi^rection of to 
becomes insignificant. The known values of and Cp are 
not accurate enough to make the correction worthwhile. There­
fore, to evaluate from equation (llO), v and d must be 
measured. The values used for d will be discussed in a later 
section. The actual measurements made to determine v depend 
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on the method used. 
It is posalble to divide the methods used to determine 
propagation constants into three general classes; 
(1) Interferometer methoda, 
(2) Optical methods, 
(3) Echo Pulse methods. 
The first two methods involve the constant transmission of 
energy from the crystal into the fluid, while the third 
utilizes short, triggered pulses of transmission. It can 
also be said that the first method utilizes standing waves, 
the second method rarely uses standing waves, and the third 
deliberately avoids standing waves. Interferometer methoda 
can be further subdivided Into fixed path and variable path 
methods. Optical methods can also be subdivided into dif­
fraction and striation methods. 
The method of striations was developed by Toepler, and 
brought to fruition by Hiedemann (lOlj.) and his co-workers 
at Cologne. It depends on the setting up of alternate con­
densed and rarified regions in a fluid by standing ultrasonic 
waves. These regions possess different refractive indices, 
so that a beam of monochromatic light from a slit, passing 
through the fluid, is bent. The amount of bending can be 
observed and simply related to the wavelength of the sound 
in the fluid. 
In 1922, Brillouin (105) predicted that if a liquid were 
penetrated by progressive waves of compression of short wave 
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length, and at the aan© time irradiated by light, the regular 
pattern of density variations in the liquid would act towards 
the light in the same way as a diffraction grating. This 
was verified, independently, by Lucag and Biquard (106), and 
by Debye and Sears (107). 
The deflection, of the Nth order spectrum is given. 
In terras of the wave lengths /\ and of light and sound, 
by: 
Sin S = -2^ . (133) 
So by measuring ^  and knowirig N and jA, the wavelength of 
the sound in the liquid can be found. 
The first work on the echo pulse method was done by 
Biquard and Ahler (108) in 19i}-3* But it was not until the 
end of the war that the method became very useful. Then 
Pinkerton (110), and Pellam and Gait (109) utilised war-
surplus sonar equipment and war-gained knowledge to put it 
to scientific work. In this method, the transducer is ex­
cited for a short time, say ten microseconds, at regular 
intervals a few hundredths of a second apart, and a plane 
parallel reflector a short distance away returns the pulse 
to the transducer. These echoes are accepted by the trans­
ducer. The resulting electrical pulse is amplified and dis­
played on a cathode ray tube provided with a time base, 
triggered by the original pulse. Velocity is then deduced 
from the change in position of the echo as the distance 
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between transducer and reflector ia changed* 
The echo pulse method ia a very versatile tool; but the 
equipment required ia prohibitively expensive unless one has 
access to war-surplus equipment. The equipment expenditure 
is far too high when only velocity data are required. The 
quantities measured in both of the optical methods are angles 
of light diffraction or distances between light fringes. 
Although a precise tool in the hands of careful workers, it 
has not shown the precision of good interferometric methods. 
The ultrasonic interferometer was first used by G. W, 
Pierce (111) in 192^. Since that time it has become the 
favorite tool of both physicists and chemists in studying 
sound propagation in liquids and gases. This is due, mainly, 
to the simplicity of design and operation as compared to the 
other two methods. It has shown itself to be capable of 
precision greater than 0.01 per cent in the measurement of 
sound velocity. 
The Interferometer depends on the formation of standing 
waves between the transducer and a flat, coaxial, parallel 
reflector. When the distance between the transducer and the 
reflector is an integral number of half wavelengths, stand­
ing waves are set up and the fluid column vibrates in reso­
nance with the transducer. This damps the transducer, and 
the increased radiation resistance can be made to react on 
the current through the crystal. Thus, the change in crystal 
current is used to detect when standing waves are set up. 
6o 
In a given fluid, standing waves can be achieved either by 
changing the distance between the crystal and the reflector? 
or by changing the frequency of oscillation of the crystal. 
The first method, known as the variable path interferometer, 
la the moat frequently used; and is probably the simpler 
of the two. 
For a full discussion of ultrasonic interferometer 
theory see the papers by Pox and Hunter, (112), Pox and 
Rock (113» lli|-» 115)» J« C. Hubbard (ll6, 11?) and Lagemann 
and Dunbar (118). A full bibliography of the experimental 
work up to 195^1- is given in the book by Bergraann (9^). 
A sketch of Pierce's interferometer is given in figure 
2. The crystal x, mounted parallel to and coaxial with the 
X 
Figure 2. Pierce Interferometer 
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reflector in the cell, is aet in oscillation by adjusting 
the variable capacitor, L, in the tank circuit As the 
distance between the crystal and reflector is changed, and 
the waves retiirning reach the crystal out of phase, the mean 
value of the grid voltage and, hence, the plate current 
changes. This can be observed on the milliairmieter A and 
occurs once every half wavelength of the reflector's motion. 
By noting two positions of minimum plate current the wave 
length can be calculated. Then, by measuring the frequency 
of oscillation, the velocity can be calculated. Usually 
many wavelengths are measured to increase the accuracy. 
The modifications made in this simple circuit have been 
legion as the science of electronics has advanced. Yet, the 
basic principles of all variable path interferometers remain 
the same. Several useful modifications will be noted in 
the apparatus section. 
To close this section the more important design con­
siderations of a variable path interferometer will be dis­
cussed, The first consideration should be the frequency 
of the quartz crystal used. In general, the frequency should 
be chosen in the megacycle range. This makes the wavelength 
to be measured short, and thus enables many wavelengths to 
be measured in a cell of relatively small dimensions. Since 
the cell width should be large compared to the wavelength 
to avoid wall reflections, a short wavelength becomes even 
more desirable if a compact apparatus is wanted. The re­
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flector la easier to move than the transducer due to the 
electrical connections to the latter. It should be able to 
be moved coaxially with the transducer, and parallel to Itj 
and, preferrably, should move without revolving. A further 
consideration requires that the reflector be smooth to one-
quarter wavelength of the sound being used. This is to avoid 
spurious reflections from bumps and pits. Finally, the posi­
tion of the reflector must be able to be determined as ac­
curately as possible. The accuracy of the micrometer or 
other device used to move the reflector is one of the most 
Important factors in the precision of the final results. 
The crystal must be mounted so that there is good power 
transmission between It and the liquid being studied. Its 
mounting must prevent the crystal being short-circuited by 
the conducting solution in the cell, and must hold the crys­
tal firmly but not rigidly In a reproducible position. The 
driving oscillator must deliver enough power to the crystal 
so that waves of measurable amplitude can be set up. Its 
frequency should be, ideally, independent of crystal loading. 
Finally, it must be possible to measure some electrical quan­
tity in the circuit that Indicates when standing waves are 
achieved in the cell. The change In this quantity, when 
standing waves are achieved, should be as sharp and as large 
as possible. 
Furthermore, the frequency of oscillation of the crystal 
should be comparable, either directly or indirectly, to some 
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frequency standard. It should be possible to measure the 
frequency at any time during a measurement, quickly, and to 
better than 0,00$ per cent. 
The temperature of the cell must be controlled to at 
least *0.02° C. during a runj and it should be possible to 
measure it to 0.01° C. Finally, of cowse, the apparatus 
should be as stable as possible, and relatively e&sy to 
manipulate. 
D. Experimental 
1. Preparation of materials 
The rare earths used in this study were ptirified using 
ion exchange methods by the Ames Laboratory Ion Exchange 
Separations group under the direction of Drs. P. H. Spedding 
and Jack E. Powell. They were analyzed spectrographically 
by Dr. Velraer A. Passel's analytical chemistry group. The 
results of the analyses for impwities are tabulated in 
table 1. 
The acids used in the preparation of the solutions were 
of C.P. grade J and had been redistilled in glass apparatus 
with only the middle fraction being reserved for use. All 
the water used had been distilled from a strong alkaline 
permanganate solution in a conventional Barnstead conductiv­
ity water still. It had a specific conductivity of less 
than 1.0 x 10 mho. The oxalic acid used in rare earth 
purification and analysis was Baker's Analyzed Reagent grade 
Table 1. Purity of rare earth oxides 
Oxide Purity'"'^ 
Ija202 Leas than 0.03^ CeOg* 0.03^ NdgO^ detected. 
Trace of calcixim detected prior to two pre­
cipitations from acid oxalate solution. 
Less than O.Oij.^ ^^6^11' Sm20^ de­
tected, No trace of calcium. 
Er20^ Less than 0.005^ Dy20^, Tm20^, XgO^, Y'b20-^  
detected. Approximately 0.01^ ^ 02©^ de­
tected. Less than 0,01%' calcivim detected. 
YbgOB Less than 0.035^ LU2O3, Q,QZ% 0,00$% 
0.01^ Y2O3. No calcium detected. 
All analyses were made by emission spectrography. The 
limit of detection of the rare earths was about 0,005 to 
0,01 per cent. That for the common elements was about 0.01 
per cent. The impurities listed above have these limits of 
detection as a lower limit. 
that had been twice recrystallized. 
Three methods were used in the preparation of the various 
rare earth stock solutions. 
(1) "Excess Acid": In this method approximately 1,25 
moles of rare earth oxide were slurried with water and a 
slight excess of the desired acid added. When all the oxide 
had reacted the solution was slowly evaporated to wet crys­
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tals on the hot plate, taken up with water to approximately 
one liter and the pH measured. This was repeated until the 
pH was greater than 5»5« 
This method was used for LaCl^, MCl^ run I, ErCl^, 
and YbCl^. 
(2) "Excess Oxide": In this method the correct amount 
of acid to dissolve 1.25 moles of the rare earth oxide was 
measured out. Then oxide was slowly added over a days time 
until a slight excess of oxide was apparent. The solution 
was kept on the hot plate to speed the process. Then the 
excess oxide was filtered out of the solution using a fin© 
sintered glass filter funnel. 
This method was used for the preparation of La(N02)^, 
Nd(N03)3, Er{N03)3, and Yb(N03)3. 
(3) "Hydrated Crystal": This method was used as a 
check on the results obtained for the NdCl3 prepared by 
the excess acid method. A crop of MCl^ • 6H2O crystals 
was grown from a NdCl3 solution of PH3. They were then 
recrystallized from conductivity water whose pH had been 
adjusted to If.5* The crystals were then dried over GaCl2 
for a week and 1.25 moles weighed out and dissolved in water. 
After a solution had been made up by one of the above 
methods, its volume was adjusted to one liter and a 50 
milliliter aliquot was taken. This aliquot was carefully 
titrated with a 0.01 normal solution of the correct acid 
until an equivalence pH was reached. The bulk of the stock 
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solution was then adjusted to this pH by two or three addi­
tions of acid, separated in time by prolonged digestions 
on the hot plate. This titration serves to remove the small 
amount of hydrolysis products formed during the preparation. 
Solutions treated in this way exhibit no colloid formation 
and remain stable over long periods of time» 
The rare earth chloride solutions were analyzed for both 
chloride and rare earth ions; the nitrate solutions only for 
rare earth. In the case of the chlorides duplicate analyses 
were run using the conventional gravimetric silver chloride 
method. The rare earth content was determined by precipi­
tating the oxalate from a weighted aliquot of stock solution 
in a previously weighed crucible. The solution was baked 
to dryness in the crucible with an infra-red lamp; and then 
the crucible was ignited at 950° C, for eight hours. Unless 
the chloride and rare eath analyses agreed to within one-
tenth of a percent more analyses were made. If these did 
not check a new solution was prepared. A statistical mean 
of all the oxide analyses run on a given stock solution was 
used as the concentration of the solution. 
For the nitrate solutions three allquots of similar 
weights were analyzed for rare earth by the above described 
method. No attempts were made to analyze for the nitrate 
ion. 
Secondary stock solutions were made from the primary 
stock solutions by weight dilution. 
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2. Deaorlptlon of apparatus 
The basic parts of a variable path ultrasonic inter­
ferometer are; 
(1) an oscillator} 
(2) a node position raeasurlng circuitj 
(3) a frequency measuring device; 
(ii) a cell; 
(5) a micrometer driven reflector; 
(6) a quartz crystal; and 
(7) a constant temperature bath. 
The design considerations were discussed in Section III C. 
It was decided to use two megacycles as the basic fre­
quency of the interferometer. If a higher frequency is 
chosen, the crystals become too thin to handle easily. At 
two megacycles, cell dimensions can be kept reasonably 
small; and the electrical circuits required are of standard 
form. 
The crystal oscillator chosen is pictured in figure 3* 
It is essentially two oscillators coupled together; and is 
discussed in the books of Bergmann (glf) and Cady (101). The 
first oscillator's frequency is controlled by crystal 
The second oscillator which contains the crystal transducer, 
X2* la controlled by the first oscillator. This arrange­
ment gives a much more constant frequency to the transducer. 
If the transducer frequency were not controlled by the X]^ 
oscillator it would tend to change with loading. This would 
Figure 3. Crystal Oscillator for Ultrasonic Interferometer 
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make the frequency somewhat dependent on the nearness to 
a node. A similar circuit is described by Gucker (8i4.) in 
a recent publication. Both crystals ^2 obtained 
from the James Knights Company. is a two megacycle 
mounted radio crystal, X2 a quartz disc 25.millimeters in 
diameter and 1.1|.35 millimeters thick. It has been polished 
on both sides and gold plated} with a thin lead being 
soldered to the center of one face. Their frequencies are 
two megacycles ±0.01 per cent. 
The node measuring circuits diagrammed in figure i{.. 
The crystal current was rectified by a IN35 germanium diode, 
then amplified by the 6au6 voltage amplifier and Scif current 
amplifier. The output from the amplifier could be used to 
actuate any combination of three devices: 
(1) a milliammeter; 
(2) an Esterline-Angus recording milliammeter; 
(3) a relay connected to a counter. 
The current level through the recorder could be controlled 
to give the desired pen travel. Using both the counter and 
the recording milliammeter gave a check on the actual number 
of nodes passed through. The actual operation of the meas­
uring circuits is discussed in a later section. 
The 6ci|. current amplifier had a variable level bias 
control built into its circuit. This served as a filter 
so that only the large changes in current corresponding to 
nulls were recorded. Small current changes corresponding to 
Figure 1|.. Node Measuring Circuit for Ultrasonic Interferometer 
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circuit noise or secondary crystal peaks were filtered out 
by this device, improving the legibility of the signal. 
The power supply for the oscillator and node measuring 
circuits was of conventional design; and is diagrammed in 
figure 
For frequency measurement it was decided to use a war-
surplus Army Signal Corps EC-221-T frequency meter. A recon­
ditioned meter of this type was obtained from Weston Labora­
tories; and calibrated against the Bureau of Standards radio 
station WWV. It was found to have an error of leas than 
0,001 per cent. A Dumont 27i|.-A oscilloscope was used to 
obtain null points in the heterodyne comparison method of 
frequency measurement with the BC-221-T. This was found to 
be more convenient and precise than the conventional ear 
phones. An Eico model 214-9 VTVM connected as shown in figure 
3» was used for the initial and final node readings. 
The interferometer cell assembly is shown in figure 6, 
The cell head was designed to perform four tasks: 
(1) support the cell and cell base; 
(2) furnish a bearing for the reflector shaft; 
(3) allow solution to be added to the cell during a run; 
and 
(Ij.) allow the solution in the cell to be stirred. 
The cell was threaded to screw into the cell head; the two 
parts being sealed together with a teflon gasket lubricated 
with a silicone grease. The reflector shaft, passing through 
Figure 5. Oscillator and Node Measuring Circuit Power Supply 
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Figure 6. Ultrasonic Interferometer Cell Assembly 
A. Assembly for weight burette connection 
B. Sealing assembly for reflector shaft 
C« Cell stirrer assembly 
D. Cell top 
E. Flange for suspension of cell assembly 
P. Ball Bearing assembly 
G. Cell 
H. Reflector and shaft 
I. Quartz crystal 
J. Luclte crystal holder 
K* Teflon gaskets 
L, Clip for crystal lead connection 
M, Cell base 
N. Crystal leveling screws 
0. Cell grounding clip 
P. Space for rectifier circuit 
Q. O-ring sealing flange for cell base bottom 
R. Entrance for electrical leads 
S, Cell base bottom 
T, Tygon tube 
W, Teflon gasket 
X. Stirrer bearing 
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the head, was supported by a stainless steel ball bearing In 
which it was a sliding fit. Above the bearing, the reflector 
is air-sealed to the head by a neoprene O-ring assembly. A 
small glass stirrer was fitted into a glass bearing which 
was then cemented into the cell head. The glass bearing was 
packed with silicone grease; and sealed top and bottom with 
teflon gaskets. The stirrer was driven by a 120 R.P.M, 
Minneapolis-Honeywell five inch-ounce motor, using a short 
length of micro rubber tubing as a drive shaft. 
A 10-30 standard taper was affixed to a one-half inch 
O.D. glass-kovar graded seal. A threaded brass bushing was 
soldered to the kovar, and fitted to a hole in the cell top. 
This assembly was used to support a weight burette when 
solution was added to the assembled cell; and was capped at 
other times. 
The cell proper was five inches long by one and one-half 
inches diameter, and could hold approximately 135 milliliters 
solution. It was machined out of non-magnetic stainless 
steel. The cellhead and base were machined from brass. 
The cell bottom was designed to perform the following 
functions: 
(1) support the crystal transducer; 
(2) allow adjustment of the transducer; and 
(3) enclose a small rectifier circuit. 
The cell, cell base, and crystal holder were sealed together 
by teflon gaskets lubricated with silicone grease. Three 
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leveling screws {only one is shown in the diagram) mounted 
in the cell base could be used to position the crystal 
parallel to the reflector. The rectifier circuit enclosed 
in dotted lines in the upper right corner of figure 3» was 
mounted in the cell base for shielding purposes. The co­
axial cable to the crystal and the leads to the node 
measuring circuit were taken through the water bath to the 
cell base in a tygon tube. 
The crystal holder was carefully machined from lucite. 
The crystal recess was made two-thirds the depth of the 
crystal. After the recess had been polished the crystal was 
cemented into it with Amphenol Polyweld "912", a high re­
sistance electrical cement. The crystal-lucite interface 
was then sealed with glyptal. The crystal lead from the 
lower face was fastened to a spring clip mounted on the holder 
bottom. This crystal holder was a great improvement over 
the ones tried first. It is simple, durable, and gives per­
fect transmission of waves into the solution. Almost all 
the holders described in the literatiore for conducting solu­
tions, rely on non-conducting plates separating the solution 
and the crystal, or on enclosing the crystal in a rubber bag. 
These holders are complicated, hard to adjust, and tidcky to 
use. 
The micrometer used to move the reflector was a Gaertner 
Model 3^+2, 0-100 millimeter micrometer slide. It utilizes 
a compensated lead screw accurate to 0,001 millimeter, which 
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is its smallest division. The reflector shaft was rigidly 
attached to the micrometer slide. Since the slide does not 
rotate as it moves, the criterion of non-rotation of the 
reflector was satisfied. The reflector face was ground flat 
on a surface grinder, then lapped with optical rouge. It 
was checked with a projection microscope, and found to be 
flat to better than one-quarter wavelength. The head was 
carefully press fitted on the shaft. 
The micrometer slide was mounted on an adjustable sup­
port so that the reflector shaft could be aligned perpen­
dicular to the cell, then fixed in place. Since the micro­
meter slide is most accurate at zero load, the reflector 
assembly was counter-balanced with a small bucket of lead 
shot (approximately 1.25 pounds). 
The vernier head of the micrometer slide was modified 
so that it could be turned by hand or by motor. A two R.P.M. 
Eodine synchronous motor was used to drive the micrometer, 
using a geared clutch arrangement. 
The interferometer assembly was hung from a heavy angle 
iron frame for rigidity. The whole apparatus is diagrammed 
in figure 7. 
The constant temperature bath was of conventional design 
with a copper inner bucket separated from a galvanized iron 
outer bucket by two Inches of exploded mica insulation. The 
cooling was furnished by two twelve-inch coila of one-quarter 
inch copper tubing, connected through a constant head tank 
Figure ?• Ultrasonic Interferometer Assembly 
A, Angle iron apparatus support 
B. Constant temperature bath elevator platform 
C. Constant temperature bath elevator 
D. Constant temperature bath 
E. Centrifugal pump and motor 
F. Cooling water connections 
G. Therinoregulator for bath 
H, Cell assembly 
I. Electrical leads (in tygon tub®) 
J. Reflector shaft 
K. Counter weight arm 
L. Counter wei^t 
M. Micrometer slide support 
N. Micrometer slide support adjustment screw 
0. Micrometer slide 
P. Micrometer slide head 
Q. Micrometer slide drive motor 
R. Clutch for micrometer slide drive motor 
S. Bearings and gears for micrometer slide drive 
T. Micrometer slide hand drive wheel 
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to a cold water faucet« The bath was stirred by constantly 
circulating the bath water through a high speed centrifugal 
pump, removing the water from the top and spraying it in 
from the tank bottom, A Precision Scientific mercury regu­
lator and electronic relay served as the control unit, 
operating a ^00 watt Calrod heater. The bath temperature 
was kept at 25*00 ±. 0.01° G. for all measurements. The 
temperature was measured with an A. H, Thomas calorimeter 
thermometer calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards. 
The bath was mounted on an elevator constructed by 
Chemistry shop. In this way the bath could be raised to 
cover the interferometer cell assembly or lowered to permit 
access to the cell bottom* This obviated the necessity of 
moving the interferometer assembly once it had been adjusted. 
A 100 milliliter weight burette of conventional design 
was used for the initial additions of water or rare earth 
solution to the cell. A long-nosed weight burette of 
milliliter capacity, designed to fit into the cell top, was 
used to make solution additions to the assembled cell. 
Ainsworth Class S weights were used for all weighings. 
The general procedure for adjusting the electrical cir­
cuits should be mentioned. The cell was assembled, filled 
with water, and attached to the cell head. The electrical 
connections to the cell were made, but the cell base bottom 
was not attached. The power was then turned on, and the 
circuits allowed to warm up for fifteen minutes. The vari­
8li. 
able Inductance In the tank circuit was then adjusted 
until a maximum reading was obtained on the VTVM. Keeping 
this setting, the crystal position was adjusted by the 
leveling screws so as to maximize the signal. The bias 
level of the current amplifier was, then, changed to elim­
inate extraneous signals to the recorders, and the recorder 
levels adjusted for convenience. The reflector was, then, 
slowly moved by hand through a few node positions to test 
the circuit. If the node detection apparatus was function­
ing correctly, an extremely sharp peak would be observed on 
the VTVM and the recording millammeter when a node was 
passed through, 
3« Experimental procedure 
The procedure for the actual measurement of the 
adiabatic compressibilities of rare earth solutions is 
described below. 
A primary stock solution of th# salt to be run was 
prepared by the method described previously. The solution 
was then analyzed by the irBthods discussed before. At least 
three samples were analyzed for rare earth. To be accept­
able the three results had to agree to less than 0.1 per 
cent. For the chloride solutions duplicate chloride analyses 
were run. In all cases the oxide analyses were the ones 
used to calculate the concentration of the stock solution. 
The chloride analyses were used only aa checks on the oxide 
analyses. 
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All weights of solutions were corrected to weight in 
vacuo. The primary stock solution prepared was near 1,2 
molal. Prom this a secondary stock solution of approximately 
0.20 molal was prepared by weight dilution. 
After the stock solutions had been prepared, a dilution 
scheme was calculated for the actual run. An example of a 
scheme is given in Table 2. The concentrations of the solu­
tions measured in a given days run were staggered to lessen 
the chance of a weighing error throwing off one section of 
tl:^ curve. Run IV wsa made on three or four duplicate sam­
ples of the secondary stock solutions. Since its concentra­
tion was known well, and fell in the middle of the concentra­
tion range, it served as a check on the accuracy of the 
dilution run results. On most of the salts run an additional 
stock solution was made up at about 0.01molal. This was run 
to check the low concentration range. 
Before each run the cell and reflector were carefully 
cleaned with HCl, NaOH solution, and aerosol OT} then rinsed 
thoroughly with distilled water. The cell was then assembled, 
particular care being taken to align the crystal assembly 
correctly. The water and stock solution required for the 
first concentration were weighed into the cell, and it was 
fastened into the apparatus. The electrical connections were 
then made between the cell and the oscillator, and the cir­
cuits checked. If tte circuits were functioning correctly 
the cell bottom assembly was finished; and the water bath 
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Table 2. Dilution scheme for YbCl^ 
Run Solution Number Concentration (Molal) 
I 1 .012029 
.15256 
7 ,30191 
II 2 .053791 
5 .20l|27 
8 .35360 
III 3 .10312 
6 .25006 
9 .ii.0190 
IV 
P 
.20097 
raised until all but the top of the cell head was under water. 
After allowing at least minutes for the attainment of 
temperature equilibrium the first measurement was made. 
After the first measurement was completed the additional 
stock solution needed for the second concentration was weighed 
into the cell using the small weight burette described in 
the apparatus section. The reflector was moved up and down 
twice to aid in dispersing the added solution, and the solu­
tion was then stirred for 1$ minutes before the second meas­
urement was made. This procedure was repeated until all the 
measurements of a given dilution run had been made. The 
times needed for temperature equilibrium attainment were 
checked on the first salts run using a calorimeter thermometer 
calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards. 
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The procedure for a single velocity measxirement was as 
follows. The electrical circuits were txarned on; and the 
reflector placed about one centimeter from the crystal. The 
reflector was, then, slowly moved by hand through ten node 
points aa seen on the VTVM. The reading of the micrometer 
corresponding to each node was recorded. The recording 
millaremeter and counter were then switched onj and the mlcro~ 
meter changed to motor drive, and put in motion. As the 
reflector was slowly moved through at least five centimeters, 
frequency readings were taken every centimeter. When this 
distance had been reached, the motor drive was disconnected; 
and ten more node positions located by hand and recorded. 
The data taken in a typical run are given in Table 3. 
To obtain the compressibility, both d and v are needed. 
The v's were obtained in the way described above. The d's 
were calculated from the experimental apparent molal volume 
least squares equations of B. 0. Ayres. 
^ d a3k) 
Since 
1000 
mddo (d^ - d) 1- ^ (135) 
where M2 = molecular weight of the solute, 
d = density of the solution. 
d^ = density of the solvent, 
m = molality of the solution. 
d »» \ . ,1000 . , 
^2 ^ ~ ^v ) 
1000 
(136) 
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Table 3» Typical interferometer run; ErCNOo)^ #lif, concen­
tration z 0,0l|.0022m 
F'lnal Initial 
Micrometer Micrometer _ 
Reading Reading X T 
62.118 6.381 55.737 .022 
62.k90 6.775 55.715 .000 
62.866 7.159 55.707 .008 
63.2144 7.515 55.729 .01[{. 
63.611^ 7.898 55.716 55.7111-7 .001 
63.998 8.276 55.722 .007 
65., 358 3.656 55.702 .013 
611.. 731 9.039 55.692 .023 
65.112 9.ij.02 55.710 ,005 
65.1)-89 9.772 55.717 .002 
n(counter reading) = 139 (x) = O.OO95 mm 
i (f) = 0.011 Kc. 
Frequency 
Meter __ 
Reading f 
223.1+5 2000.160 .OOij. 
223.145 2000.160 .005 
223.ifO 2000.ll).5 2000.l6i{. Kc. .OI9 
223.i|.5 2000.160 .00k 
223.50 2000.180 .016 
223.50 2000.180 .016 
X - 2 X / n + 1 0  -  0 . 7 l . i - 7 8 i | 8  n a n  
V = f X - 11+95.82 Jn/sec 
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The equations used for and d calculations are given in 
Tsble I4-. 
Before any measurements on rare earth solutions were 
made, over sixty runs were made to determine the velocity 
of sound in conductance water. Then, intermittently, through­
out the period when salts were being measured, check runs 
were made on water. The last twenty runs on conductance 
water are summarized in Table 5 together with the calculated 
compressibility, ^ . 
It was found that the/^ *8 could be represented very 
well by equations of the forms 
^ (I37) 
For the detei»inlnatlon of A and B for the individual salts, 
it was found to be more convenient and p:»eciae to put the 
above equation in the form: 
m ) = A +- B m^ . (I38) 
The next step was the calculation of the apparent molal com­
pressibility, from the equation: 
1000 , ^  ^ ^ . 
= Sd^" ( r - 0^+ (^^v . (139) 
h Upon plotting against m^ it was found that the best 
representation of the data was given by equations of the 
form; 
= A' + B' m"^ . (li(.0) 
In the calculation of the least squares lines to repre-
sent^ and the observed values were weighted inversely 
Table ij.. Least squares eqxaatlons for apparent molal volumes^* 
Salt Least Squares Equation 
LaCl3 0-y 13.8639 + 36 . Ol^pH^ - 37.5l|Om 1- 1314-. 52®^'^^ - 75.63ipfi^ 
NdCl^ = 10.1^55 -t- 21.129m® • . 17.551^10 + 5.732m^/^ + 5.3i}.20i!i2 
ErCl^ - 11,8014. H- 23.292mi - 51j-»l4-38in ll6.22m^/2 - 93.172HI2 
YbCl^ = 9.251 + 22.569ini - 2l|..I(.25in -f 8.9836mV2 + 12.628in^ 
L a ( 3  = ii.8.307 4- 52.96lm^ - 22i}.,37in +• 536,07m^/^ - 5l4i4..1j.8m^ 
Nd(N03)3 0 = H- 1^.6.171m^ -• 95.23ipn + li}.7.50ni^/^ - 91.923ni2 
Er(NO^)o K a 14-5.679 1- 18.327®^ - 2.6032in - l4.1.929m^/2 53.567ra^ 
Yb(N03)3 <^v - I1-3.726 •1- 19.590m^ - 2.935lni - 50.955m^/^ 65.590111^ 
Prom reference (21)* 
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Table The velocity of sound in H^O 
Run Number v( i n/sec •) V  
63 lil-95.336 .012 
liv95.33l .017 
65 iil-95.355 .007 
66 ii-!-95.399 .051 
6? li}.95.36i|. .016 
68 1V95.323 .025 
69 lii.95.368 .020 
70 lii.95.I|.02 .056 
71 lIt-95.307 
ll|.95.3ii-8 
.Olj.1 
72 495.382 .03i|-
73 495.3^.9 .001 
75- lll.95.36l .013 
75 1I195.296 .052 
76 11^.95.313 .035 
77 ii|95.350 .002 
78 II}-95.336 .012 
79 ii)-95.367 .019 
80 1^95.352 .00k 
81 lli.95.320 .028 
82 11^95.350 .002 
Average deviation = S> = 0.022 m/aec. 
Standard deviation = cr - ( gg" )« z 0.028 iti/sec, 
<^H20(25°C) - 0*9970ij.6 gm/cm^ (reference 3i|.) 
= [llij.95.31^-8)^ 0.9970if6~]X lo^ = i}.l+.853g 
><10"^ bar"^ 
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proportional to their probable errors. 
The error analysis and calculations are discussed in a 
later section. 
Finally, an equation for the partial molal compressi­
bility ^  was calculated from the least squares equation for 
by means of the formula: 
1-
*2 - +• -5-
Ij. Experimental results 
The adiabatic compressibilities of aqueous solutions 
of four rare earth chlorides and four rare earth nitrates 
were determined by the method described above. Prom the 
measured specific compreasibilities the apparent molal and 
partial molal compreasibilities were calculated by the pre­
viously described means. 
The self-consistency of the data on a given salt was 
checked by a plot of * ^ o) versus m^ . If the points 
m "" 
exhibited excessive scatter about the least square line, 
further concentrations were run. 
The first salt run was MCl^ prepared by the "excess 
acid" method. It was decided after examining the data care­
fully to prepare another stock solution of MCl^ by a dif­
ferent method. This was to see if the method of solution 
preparation affected the measured results. The second stock 
solution, prepared from NdCl^ * 6H2O crystals, was run and 
labeled NdCl^ Run II, The results were in very good agree­
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ment with MdCl^ Run I. 
The adiabatic compressibilities, sound velocities, 
V, and apparent molal compressibilities, for aqueous 
solutions of the rare earth chlorides are given in Tables 
6 through 10, The partial and apparent molal compressibili­
ties for the chlorides are shown graphically in figures 8 
and 9« The theoretical limiting law of Debye and Hiickel is 
also shown on figure 9« 
In the tables, the concentrations are given in moles 
of solute per 1000 grams of water and the velocities of 
sound in meters per second. The units for the adiabatic 
compressibilities are reciprocal bars; and for partial and 
apparent molal compressibilities, cubic centimeters per 
bar-mole. The quantity ^  is the difference between the 
experimental apparent molal compressibility for a solution 
of a given concentration and the apparent molal compressi­
bility as calculated from the empirical equation given 
below the table. 
The sound velocities, adiabatic compressibilities, and 
apparent molal compressibilities for the aqueous solutions 
of the four rare earth nitrates are given in Tables 11 
through lii-. The apparent and partial molal compressibilities 
are graphically shown in figures 10 and 11, 
An example of the compressibility curves is shown in 
figure 12. The curve for LaCl^ is plotted, and an enlarged 
inset gives the relative positions of all the curves at O.i}. 
Table 6, Compressibilities of lanthanum chloride solutions 
^xlO'^ xl02 )xlC^ 
0.050656 
0.080551 
0.10100 
0.11412 
0.23705 
0.30971 
0.33083 
0.38893 
o.39i|.59 
0.1^3919 
0.ii.98ll| 
0.51151^2 
0.58797 
0.62911 
0.670ij.3 
0.0025661 
0.006I1.33I4. 
0.010201 
0.020770 
0.056191 
0.095922 
0.i09l|5 
0.15127 
0.15570 
0.19288 
0.248li|. 
0.297ii.9 
0.3l|571 
0.39577 
o.toii-S 
li{.95.8l 
lil-96.73 
1497.23 
lii-99.lif 
1500.11 
l50i!..03 
1505.01 
1509.39 
1509.60 
1512.72 
1516.05 
1520.52 
I52k.if2 
1528.90 
I53i4..37 
0.997661 
0.993555 
0.999398 
1.001788 
1.009739 
1.013591 
1.021593 
1.030832 
1.031808 
1.039969 
1.052015 
1.062702 
1.073082 
1.083801 
1.0952511-
kh,8ii 
kii.ike 
1^4.515 
43.966 
43.376 
43.181 
42.591 
42.529 
42.022 
41.293 
40.663 
40.066 
38.83 
1.5249 
1.5022 
1.4930 
1.4750 
1.4340 
1.4150 
1.4139 
1.3762 
1.3723 
1.3526 
1.3221 
1.3080 
1.2862 
1.2708 
1,2621 
-o.o]/)r 
+o.o«oi 
-0.0043 
+0.0007 
0.0028 
-0.0087 
-0.0164 
+0.0011 
-0.0015 
-0.0005 
+0.0055 
-0.0003 
+0.0037 
+0.0018 
-0.0068 
10^ = 44.854 - 17.132in + 5.5825m3^^ 
10^ = ' 1.5360 0.41864 
102 1^2 = - 1.5360 + 0.62796 
= 0,0043 
Table 7. Compressibilities of neodymium chloride solutions Run I 
m m X 10° -^ k X 10^  
O.OI4467O 
0.061111 
0.078030 
o.o868k5 
0.11816 
0.15231 
0.2ij.758 
0.31327 
0.32272 
0.li0003 
0.li]4.238 
o.I^5oi^3 
0.1^.90814. 
O.5II027 
0.59i^99 
0.6214I.3 
0.0019951^ 
0.00373^5 
0.0050966 
0.0075^1 
0.013951 
0.023200 
0.061298 
0.09311I1 
o.ioi|,i5 
0.16002 
o.i96ii|. 
0.20289 
0.21^093 
0.29189 
o.35i|-01 
0.38991 
11^95.6^ 
1I195.6L 
li+95.66 
495.71 
iii96.56 
ii]97.57 
1501.01 
1501^.14.3 
1505.35 
1509.62 
1513.05 
1513*35 
1517.214. 
1521.82 
1526.88 
1530.22 
0.997522 
0.997936 
0.998I4.97 
0.993336 
1.000358 
1.002536 
1.011I4.55 
1.020016 
1.02114.08 
1.03I4.298 
1.0l!.2582 
I.OI4I4.I2I4. 
1.052877 
1.06k382 
I.O78I4.OI 
i.0861i.55 
iflj..830 
14.803 
1^4-770 
ljlj..712 
khM) 
1+4.1+76 
k3.S82 
[1.3.316 
43.204 
1l2.425 
ii.1.897 
41.791 
41.253 
liO.567 
39.775 
39.308 
1.5864 
1.6502 
1.6121 
1.6073 
1.5922 
1.5782 
1.5294 
1.5207 
1.14.972 
1. I4.520 
1.I4.254 
1.3646 
1.3518 
+ 0,0437 
-0.0279 
+0.0022 
+0,0029 
•HO.OO32 
•h 0.0011 
0.0049 
-0.0010 
-v-0.0016 
-0.0023 
1-0.0017 
-0.0037 
-0.0050 
-0.0033 
•HO.0037 
-1-0.0036 
10"^ 
10^ 
10^ I2 
}|4.854 - 17.093 m + 4.4009 
-1.6512 + 0.14.7216 
-1.6512 -h 0.70824 
= 0.0029 
Table 8. Coinpresalbllitiea of neodyiaiuBi chloride solutions Run II 
in^ IH V d ^ X 10^ -0)^  X 102 
0.72314 0.0052337 11^-95.88 0.998292 44.766 1.6312 -0.0142 
0,13113 0.017196 11^96.25 1.001121 44*618 1.5832 -»-o.oo6i 
O.2I4.2IO 0.058611^ 1501.18 1.010829 43.899 1.5695 -0.0042 
0.32505 0.10565 1505.13 1,021757 43.202 1.5004 -0.0027 
0.37667 0.14188 1508.24 1.030121 lj2.675 1.4709 +0.0025 
O.I|4379 O.2OII4I 1513.51 1.043737 41.823 1.4375 + 0.0018 
0.52337 0.27144^- 1520.68 1.060425 40.780 1.4158 -0.0112 
0.60329 0.36396 1528,08 1.080636 39.630 1.3650 0.0013 
10^ ^ = [|Ji,35l4. - ' 17.093 m -h 4.14.009 m3/2 A = 0.0055 
10® 0^ = 
-1.6512 + 0.47216 mi 
10^ "^ 2^  - -1.6512 + 0.70824 mi 
Table 9* Compressibilities of erbim chloride solutiona 
m' m 10^  -0^  X 10^ A(iZ^k-i^]^-S.)xlO' 
0.069k20 
0,10862 
0.16760 
0,20606 
0.2i|.52l}. 
0.32361 
0,33895 
o.lioioi 
0,1^.3967 
0.ij.603'i^-
0.50921 
0.57717 
o.6i^k7 
0.65461 
0.68888 
o.ooit.8191 
0.011798 
0.028089 
0.0k2W9 
0.060145 
0.10i).72 
0.1li^89 
0.16081 
0.19331 
O.212I4.6 
0.25930 
0.33312 
0.37881 
O.li.2852 
0.1^714-56 
1^95.92 
1^9645 
1497.68 
1499.00 
1501.33 
1503.49 
i5OI|.62 
1507.91 
1510.54 
1511.80 
1513.81 
1518.96 
1522.43 
1527.06 
1530.91 
0.998324 
1.000129 
1.001^323 
1.008009 
1.012531 
1.023868 
1.026443 
1.038029 
1.0461^3 
1.050986 
1.062684 
I.O8IO73 
1.092459 
1.10]j420 
1.116467 
4.[j-,688 
44.501 
44.487 
4I1..150 
44.021^ 
43.207 
43.0 
42.1 
41.892 
41.667 
41.063 
40.091 
39.493 
38.829 
38.217 
1.6012 
1.5899 
1.5510 
1.5411 
1.5160 
1.4871 
1.4742 
1.14488 
1.4310 
l.i|283 
1.3897 
1.3573 
1.3434 
1.3362 
1.3301 
-0.0023 
-0.0089 
+0.0030 
-o.ooij.6 
+0*0026 
-0.0014.3 
+0,0016 
-O.OOli], 
-0.0012 
-0.0085 
+0.0026 
-0.0031 
•K).0052 
-0.0044 
-0.0139 
10 
10" ^ lj4.854 - 17.553 in + 5.4515 in3/2 
= -1.6306 + 0.11.5678 mi 
10^ z -1.6306 + 0.68517 mi 
/ii. = O.OOii.5 
Table 10. Compreaaibllltiea of ytterbivuji chloride solutions 
i m V d  ^X 106 X 10^ ^(^j^-)Zfj^.S.)xl0' 
0.10968 0.012029 II).96.IJ.I 1.000287 l4ij..61^5 1.6909 -0,0019 
0.23193 0.053791 1I199.92 1.011337 lj-3.951 1.6251 -0.0094 
0.32113 0.10312 1503. ii-i 1.02i}.285 1.5518 +0.0032 
0.39058 0.15256 1507.05 1.037181 k-2,kSl 1.5153 V0.0047 
O.Ut.829 0.20097 1510.68 1.0i).97J+2 1^1.71^-2 l.lj.33i|- + 0.0019 
O.I15196 0.20li.27 1510.87 1.050596 14.1.698 i.ii.852 -0.0021 
0.50006 0.25006 1513.88 I.O62I4.O9 i^l.070 1.4436 + 0.0056 
0.51^947 0.30191 1517.91 1.075705 it.0.3i|-8 1.4288 -o.ooif4. 
0.59lf65 0,35360 1521.55 1.088865 39*669 1.4011 -0.0026 
0.63396 O.I4.OI9O i52if.9i 1.101066 39.057 1*3761 -0.0025 
0
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i|i|-»85ii- - 17.993 ra i- 5.6529 in3/2 3. = 0.0038 
10^ = 
-1.7550 4 0.60160 
loSltg - -1.7550 + 0.902i|.0 
Figvire 8. Apparent Molal Gompresaibilitiea of 
Four Rare Earth Chlorides 
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Table 11. Compressibilities of lanthanum nitrate solutions 
m" m 10° '0^ X 10^ 
0 • 112 ?1 
0.17097 
0,22721 
0,31217 
0.37821 
O.Ijlj229 
0.i4.8k02 
0,l4.8ol^l 
O.5I4.597 
0.58825 
0.62790 
0.012591 
0.029231 
0.051650 
0.097MI-9 
0.l[t.30i4. 
0.19W 
0.23ii.27 
0.23854 
0.29808 
O.3I4-60I4. 
o.39i}-25 
iij-95.83 
114.96.11.5 
llj.97.22 
11^.98.62 
1500.12 
1501.95 
1503.22 
1503.25 
i5oi|..8i 
1505.91 
1506.27 
i.oooi^97 
1.00498" 
1.01098 
1.023120 
1.0350i|^ 
1.0iJ.8i44l 
1.05867i{. 
1.059781 
1.075369 
1.088256 
1.101701 
1U}-.671 
U1-.125 
I1.3.520 
i4-2.933 
i|2.28l 
kl.802 
kl.7|6 
4.1 . 066 
40.520 
40,006 
1.2282 
1.2035 
1.1764 
1.1306 
1.1034 
1.0816 
1.0648 
1.0608 
1.0397 
1.0301 
1.0197 
-0,0061 
-0,0058 
-0.0020 
+ 0.0085 
+ 0,0083 
+0.0035 
+0.0030 
+0.0052 
•>•0.0024 
-0.0056 
-0.0116 
10^ ^  
10^ 
102 I2 
44.854 - 15.087 m •*- 4«3524 
-1.2637 + 0.41508 mi 
-1.2687 + 0.62262 
2^ = 0.0056 
Table 12. Coffipreaslbilltles of neodymiiam nitrate solutions 
ms m 10° X 10^ L.S.)xlO' 
0.10025 
0.13720 
0.17033 
0.22756 
0.23098 
0.30650 
0.3831^7 
0.k3370 
0,kk31^ 
o,k9kn 
0.53080 
0.58389 
0.62899 
0.010051 
0.0l382i|. 
0.029012 
0.051782 
0.053353 
0.093939 
o.ii|705 
0.18810 
0.19638 
0.2Mj.79 
0.29030 
0.31+093 
0.39562 
lk95.7ij-
lil95-86 
lil.95.98 
I{}-96.39 
496.39 
1496.99 
ii^97.6ij. 
14.98.39 
ll|_S8.66 
11} 98.82 
li^99.3l 
1500.13 
1501.58 
0.999900 
1.003160 
1.005168 
l.0lli|.37 
1.011871 
1,02292k 
1,037216 
1.0ii.8li|.l 
1.050335 
1.0630714-
1.075-91+2 
1.08801+1 
I.10209I+ 
14]+.712 
i+4.592 
1+1+. 1+54 
i+i+.i5lt 
^.135 
li.3.623 
li2.985 
1+2.1+91+ 
1+2.391 
I1I.373 
[il.38k 
kO.838 
I+O.2I+2 
1.1920 
1.1782 
1.1572 
I.129I+ 
1.1239 
1.0822 
l.Oi+07 
1.0230 
1.0228 
0.98529 
0.96291 
0. 91+603 
0.93511 
0.0013 
-O.OOl+l 
-0.0002 
-0.0021 
+0.0016 
+ 0.00li-l 
+ 0.0057 
-0.0026 
-0.0073 
+ 0.0031+ 
+ 0.0030 
-0.0035 
-0.0160 
10^ (3> 
10^ 0]C 
102 I2 
1+1^.851}- - llj..573 m l|-.7if75 ^3/2 
-1.21+53 0.51861+ mi 
-1.2l},53 0.77796 
= 0.00if2 
Table 13. Compreaslbilitlea of erbium nitrate solutions 
m V d ^ X 106 X 10^ 
0.10108 
0.20005 
0.22559 
0.010216 
O.Oij.0022 
0.050889 
11195.73 
1496.02 
1496.18 
1.000188 
1.009195 
1.012461 
44.702 
44.274 
44.122 
1.2770 
1.2373 
1.2252 
-0.0135 
-0.0032 
+0.0013 
0.31153 
0.38195 
0.k3k30 
0.097053 
0.14589 
0.18861 
1496.95 
1497.96 
1499.01 
1.026252 
1.040717 
1.053276 
43.434 
42.822 
42.252 
1.1971 
1.1777 
l.lte 
0.0039 
+ 0.0023 
-0.0010 
0.1|351i6 
0,ii9221 
0.5ii372 
0.18962 
0.21^.227 
0.29563 
1499.03 
1500.40 
1501.93 
1.053574 
1.068917 
1.084311 
42.239 
40.383 
1.1651 
1.1477 
1.1311 
-0.0010 
-0.0004 
+ 0.0009 
0.58966 
0.63002 
0.3ij-770 
0.39692 
1504.04 
1505.62 
1.099157 
1,113013 
40.218 
39.634 
1.1222 
1.1043 
-0.0039 
+0.0020 
10^ /S> = 141 .^851;- -. 15.063 m i- 2.9753 = 0.0030 
10^ 0^  = -1.2935 + 0.29706 
10® 1^2 = -1.2935 + 0.14^559 
Table ll|.. Compressibilities of ytterbium nitrate solutions 
ins IB 10^ '0^  X lo2 xio' 
0.11153 
0,18082 
0.21^776 
0.31025 
o!j3599 
0.1^3782 
0.514-288 
0.58361 
0.63187 
0.012IA0 
0.032697 
0.061337 
0.096256 
o.l536i|. 
0.19009 
0.19169 
0.24.501 
0.29lj.72 
0. 3i|-6li.6 
0.39725 
lk95.71 
11196.0i|. 
114.96.50 
lij.97.l6 
1I4.93.22 
114.98.97 
114.98.68 
1500.10 
1501.35 
1502.9I4. 
l5ol^..39 
1.00083I4. 
1.007238 
1.016073 
1.0267M4-
1.01^.14.170 
1.055170 
1.055837 
1.071581 
1.08629IJ. 
1.101I4.32 
1.116085 
Mi. 359 
I4.3.95.& 
}i3.i^5l 
11.2.065 
li2.179 
1^.2.168 
lil. 11-70 
ij.0.814.0 
li.0.1914. 
39.590 
1.3380 
1.3101 
1.2721 
1.250k 
1.2170 
1.2011 
l.l9l).8 
1.1759 
i.l53it-
i.lljJl 
1.1212 
-0.0030 
-0,0037 
+ 0.0065 
+0.0022 
+ 0.0009 
-0.0007 
+ 0.00I4.9 
+ 0.0000 
+0.0027 
—O. OOij.0 
-0.0021 
10^ - 14.14-.85I4. - 15.851 m 1}..1198 ffii "R = 0,0028 
10^ ' "^•3815 0.1).l522 
102 K2 = -1.3815 ^ 0.62283 
Figure 10, Apparent Molal Compressibilities 
of Pour Rare Earth Nitrates 
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molal. 
5. Error analysis 
The accuracy with which the adiabatic and apparent 
molal compressibllitlea can be meaatared is determined by 
the errors in a number of experimental quantities. The five 
primary quantities which introduce errors are: 
1. temperature of solution, 
2. concentration of solution, 
3. density of solution, 
1|. wavelength of sound in solution, and 
5. frequency of sound wave in solution. 
By controlling the bath temperature to 0.01° C. through­
out the experiment, the temperature error is made vanishingly 
small. Using Selfen's (119) value of 1.68 x 10"^ degree 
for the temperature coefficient of the velocity of sound, 
changes of ± 0.01° C. would cause an uncertainty of only 
d: 1.7 X 10~^ in the measured velocity. 
The analytical precision on the stock analyses was 
between 0.05 and 0.10 per cent so it may be assumed that 
the analyses are, at the most, no better than 0.1 per cent. 
This, however, would introduce a systematic error which can 
not be easily determined. Using calibrated weights the 
errors in weight dilution could easily be held to 0.02 per 
cent. Experiments on the error in using the weight burettes 
showed that the error in weighing a given quantity of solu­
tion was less than 0.02 per cent provided that the quantity 
weighed was at least five grams. 
The error in density can be estimated from B. 0. Ayers' 
(21) analysis. He showed that the error was < 3 x 10" over 
the concentration range measiired, or less than 0.0003 per 
cent. 
The adiabatic compressibility is calculated from the 
1 equation: 
in which v = -' - , (1I4.2) 
n 
where X « total distance measured, 
f - frequency, and 
n = number of nulls passed through. 
So 2 
/s'=r??r~ • (11*3) 
The probable error of a calculated quantity which is a func­
tion of experimental quantities is given by 
P.E. f(xi, X2, •••Xjj) = 1 
+ P.E. x^)^"! . (lljii.) 
^^n J 
It was assumed that: 
P.E. n = 0. (li|.5) 
Then 
P.E. i^) : P.E.d)^ -h P-E.f)^+ (-|i^ P.E.xf  
(- glr-r- P.E.d)^-^ ( ^n^ 
iTlrPd^ k- X^f 3d 
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(- , „ P.E.X)' 
k X^f2d 
2 
k X'^f^d 
(P,E.d 
d 
( 4, ^2 P.E, X j2 2 P.E.f \2 
f ' " ' X 
(iif.6) 
Using a aet of average values for the measiored parameters: 
n = 150 f = 2 X 10^ cycles/sec 
X = 5 d = 1 gm/cm? 
P.E. = 2.25 X 10"^1 [ (P.E.d)2 10~^2(P.E.f + 
—ii-i ^ 
1.6 X 10-1 (P.E.X)2 \ 
Z 2.25x10"^ Qp.E.d)^-i-
n ^  
1.6 X 10"^ (P.S.X)^ J bar'^ . 
dyne 
10-12 (p,e.f)2 
(li|-7) 
To obtain an idea of the relative size of the contributing 
errors let us use the following averages: 
P.E d - 3 X 10"^ giVcm^ 
P.E f = 10 cycles/sec 
P.E X = 1 X 10~3 cm 
Then 
P.E. = 2.25 X 10"^ [^(9 X 10-12)+ (X X 10"1°)+ (1.6 X 10'')J 
d error f error X error 
baT'l (li|-8) 
It can be seen that all three errors contribute to the 
final error. So the full equation was used to calculate the 
probable error of the compressibility. The quantity used for 
the probable error of X was 0.3it.53 times the average deviation 
from the mean of the ten distances obtained in a given measure 
ii6 
ment. This Is a convenient measure of precision that says 
that in an additional measurement the chances are $0-^0 that 
new value will lie between + P.E. and - P.B. of the mean. 
The probable error of f was calculated analogously (see the 
book by Stout) (120). 
Prom this the probable error of (/f J,9) was calculated 
ra 
and used in the weighted least squares treatment of the 
adiabatic compressibility data. 
The apparent molal compressibility is defined by the 
equation; 
- 1000 ! fi ^ \ n ^ 
^k - ^ 
- 1000 " ^o N V , . 
Therefore, aasxaming no error in dQ 
P.E. = ( ^  P.E.y)^ I- P.E.«)^-f 
P.E.)^ )^"^ ® J (1^9) 
where y = {ILzIb. ) , (150) 
m 
P.B.^jj, « P.E.y)2+ P.E.^)^H. (p.E.^^)2^ ^  , 
- [l X 10^ (P.E.y)2^.^^ (P.E.p)^ -4-
^ ^ (P.E. jZfy)^ J . (151) 
— 50 for nitrates 
— 20 for chlorides 
The probable error of was taken to be 0.1 cubic centi-
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meters, froin E. Ayers' thesis (21), This equation was 
used to calcul*t0 the weighting factors used in the least 
squares treat^nent of the apnarent molal compressibilities. 
The concepts of errors in experimental data and 
the least squares curve fitting method are well covered in 
the bc'ks by Youden (121), and Worthing and Geffner (122). 
The probable error of the adiabatlc compressibility 
mssaurenients was less than 0.01 x 10"^ reciprocal bars. 
The error of the apparent molal compressibility measurements 
ranged from 0.2 per cent in the high concentration range 
to 1.0 per cent in the very low concentration range. 
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IV. DISCUSSION OP RESULTS 
In the theory section it was pointed out that for com­
pressibilities only the Debye-Hiickel limiting law coeffi­
cients can be evaluated in the present state of knowledge. 
The limiting law is expressed as: 
(44^ ^ (^ ) where -
Table l5 lists the theoretical and experimental slopes for 
the rare earth salts measured, together with values for 1:1 
and 2:1 salts for purposes of comparison. 
It should be noted that for no charge type is there 
good overall agreement between the experimental and theo­
retical values. This great individuality of slopes points 
to the extremely limited considerations of the limiting law. 
Its derivation makes no recognition of the different sizes of 
ions or of the very important factor of hydration. The large 
differences between the rare earth slopes where the ionic 
radius is changing only slightly indicates the importance of 
hydration in an adequate theory. 
There is no theory at present that can predict the value 
of for a given salt or even a given charge type. Such a 
prediction would require a much more detailed account of 
short ranga ion-solvent forces and volume requirements than 
has been used in any of the simple theories. 
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Table l5« Comparison between theoretical and experimental 
limiting slopes of partial molal compressibilities 
Salt 
Theoretical 
Lim.lt ing 
Slope 
Experimental 
Slope 
LaCl^ 0.0062796 
NdCl^ 0.00708 2ij. 
ErCl3 0.0063517 
YbCl^ 0.0222 0.00902ij.0 
LaCNO^)^ 0,0062262 
Nd(NO3)2 0.0077796 
Erd^O^)^ 0.00i}i|.559 
Yb(NO^)^ 0.0062233 
HCl o.oooifS"' 
KaCl 0.00151 0.00171'*^ 
KGl 0.00186'"' 
NaOH 0.00313"'^ 
BaCl2 0.00326 0.001^02"'^ 
CaCl2 0.00390'"' 
Na2C02 0.00732'"' 
K3Pe{CS)5 0.0222 0.0087''^ 
'""Reference (l|l). 
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The various forms to different degrees of approxima­
tion, for the Debye-Huckel theory partial molal volume are: 
V2 = " Sv 
^2 - fl T' d ' 
?2 ; V| * Sv ^ g ! (100) 
1 + A (1 + A C«)^ 
where 
5 * ^ =  2 , 3 0 3  R T  S f  •  i  ,  ( 1 0 1 )  
w„ : 2.303 y BT * A' (3J^lR. -
V f ^ p 
f -fS ) . (102) 
J,' - K a° 10-» (81^) 
Harned and Owen (I4.I) calculate <S ^  to be ^$,^0 and a' 
to be O.SO^i}- a° at 2^® C, in water. To do this they use the 
values of ( ^  InP/ P) and^ for pure water. This is an 
apnroxiraiation since both of these coefficients change with 
concentration. The aprjroximation is only valid in the very 
low concentration range where the amount of solute has only 
a slight effect on the bulk solvent properties. Since the 
actual aolution>ig is known from this work it has been sub­
stituted for the water compressibility to see if xihe agree­
ment is iiTiproved. Table 16 gives a set of calculations of 
LaCl^ calculated in the following ways; 
(1) V p  (L.L.)j calculated by equation (10^) , 
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Table l6. Partial molal volumes of lanthanum chloride at 
25.0° C. 
Molality V^iexper:: 
imental)"" 
V2 (L.L.) V2(L.) V2 (C.L.) 
0.0010079 i5.1|l 15.63 i5.ii.o 15.1^-0 
0.0060338 17.16 13.17 17. oil. 17.05 
0.011561}. iS.Oii. 19.83 17.85 17.86 
0.021850 19.01 22.06 Id. 7k 18.77 
0,0i|.3068 20.13 25.37 19'7k 19.81 
0.081550 21.35 29.68 20.69 20.85 
0,1361^.2 22.67 3I4-.3I 21.i|.3 21.72 
0.20020 2^ ,014. 38.61 21.93 22.37 
0,26290 25.21 k.2»k2 22.30 22, QQ 
0.33836 26.29 I4-5.98 22.60 23.35 
""^Reference (21). 
(2) 1^2 calculated by equation (10l|.) usingfor 
pure water, 
(3) ^2 (C.L,)j calculated by equation (I0I4-) using^^ for 
the solution. 
The a° used was 5»75 A°, obtained from the activity coef­
ficient date of Paul Porter (ll|). It is readily seen that 
the limiting law agrees very poorly with the experimental data. 
The regular law gives much better agreement but falls below 
the experimental curve. The use of the solutlon^iig in the 
theoretical slope improves the agreement by an average per 
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cent. Since the coefficient ( Ina^/ P) in the constant 
Wy. is completely unknown, the use of equation (100) would 
merely be an exercise in curve fitting and will not be done 
here« 
Therefore, the use of experimentally determined com-
preaaibilitiea in the slope of the Debye-Hiickel law for par­
tial molal volumes does improve the fit. It still leaves 
quite a discrepancy, however, which cannot be explained at 
the present time. Together with the poor predications of 
the Debye-Hiickel law for compressibilities this discrepancy 
furnishes strong evidence of the inherent limitations of the 
simple Debye-Hiickel procedure. In fact, it is rather sur­
prising that the partial molal volume changes are predicted 
as well as they are considering that hydration and volume 
requirements are completely ignored in the theory. 
The calculation of hydration numbers from compressi­
bility measurements has had quite a vogue in the literature 
recently. An attempt was made to calculate hydration niimbers 
for the eight rare earth salts by this method, as discussed 
in section III B, 
n 0 
Equation (128) ; —iL. ~ • 
"2 \ 
was used to calculate the retio of hydrated water molecules 
to "molecules of salt". The values of the apparent molal 
compressibility at infinite dilution, , were used for the 
calculation. The results are tabulated in Table 17. To 
demonstrate the weakness of this first order theory. Table l8 
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Table 1?. "Hydration numbers" of rare earth salts 
Salt Waters of Hydration 
Per Molecule of Salt 
XjaC 1^ 19.0 
MCI 2 20.14. 
ErCl^ 20.1 
YbOlj 21,6 
La(M03)3 15.6 
154 
Er(NO^)^ 16.0 
YbCNO^)^ 17.0 
gives the and m ratio over the concentration range of the 
LaCl^ compressibilities. It does not seem possible that a 
hydration number, in a strict sense of the word, woiild de­
crease this rapidly with concentration. This is particularly 
so in view of the large water-salt ratio, still, at the 
highest concentration. It seems quite probable that nj^/m is 
not a primary hydration number but includes the effects of 
outer hydration shells. If this is so, the assumption that 
the hydrated water is incompressible is obviously faulty. 
Both the outer shell molecules and molecular arrangement can 
be coiTipressed by the compression wave. The theory is, then, 
only a firat apDroxiraation picture giving little information 
12k. 
Table l8. Hydration of lanthanum chloride 
Molality Hydration Waters 
Per Molecule of 
Salt 
Total Water 
Molecules Per 
Molecule of Salt 
0.006i}-88i}. 18.5 8555 
0.020770 18.2 2673 
0.095922 17.5 579 
0.15127 17.0 367 
0.2i|,8lij. 16.3 22lj, 
0.3I^571 15.9 161 
0,l4l|.9i)-8 15.6 123 
of value. 
The apparent molal volumes of the rare earth salts at 
Infinite dilution do not vary regularly with atomic nxamber. 
For both the chlorides and the nitrates, the limiting value 
for the neodymium salt falls between the values for the 
erbium and ytterbium salts. Ayers (21) speculated that this 
could be caused by a hydration number change of themodymiian 
ion. In the values of the apparent molal compressibilities 
a similar anomaly is found. For the chlorides the limiting 
value of neodymium is found between those of erbium and 
ytterbium while for the nitrates the order is neodymi\im, 
lanthanum, erbium, ytterbium. 
In a manner of speaking, the apparent molal volume is 
a measure of the volume change of a solution as solute is 
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added. It Includes both the effect of the solute volume, 
and the change in volume caused by the orientation or dis­
orientation of the solvent molecules. For all the rare earths 
the volume of the solution is less than the sum of the volumes 
of tie two components Implying a closer packing of the sol­
vent around the solute plus a change in the actual volume 
of some of the solvent molecules. The apparent molal com­
pressibility also reflects the closer packing of the solvent 
molecules around the solvent. The solution compressibility 
decreases due to the decreased compressibility of the sol-
vated solvent. This decreased compressibility is caused 
both by the more closely packed arrangement of the hydrated 
water and by the compression of the hydrated water by the 
strong ion-dipole forces. 
Now, if a water molecule is transferred from the free 
water to a place next to an ion, it is compressed. There­
fore, the volume of the solution decreases and the specific 
compressibility decreases. Consider an ion that has two 
possible coordination numbers for water. The lower coordina­
tion number will lead to a higher apparent molal volume and 
a higher apparent molal compressibility. Using V/ebb's (123) 
data on the compression caused by ion-dipole forces it is 
possible to make this picture semi-quantitative. The analy­
sis shows that the molar volume of water next to an ion is 
approximately 15 per cent less than that of the bulk solvent. 
IVith the limited data on the rare earths available at 
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present, it is not possible to analyze the volume effects 
completely along these lines. It seems likely, however, that 
the rare earth aeries has two primary coordination numbers 
for water with a change occuring somewhere between neodymium 
and erbium. Unfortunately, it is also conceivable that a 
given rare earth ion could have two coordination numbers in 
the same solution. This is due to the fact that the hydra­
tion depends both on the volume requirements and the energy 
requirements. A simple picture is discouraged by the shift 
in relative position of lanthanum and neodymium in the nitrate 
compressibilities. 
Additional evidence of the existence of two series of 
rare earth ions with different primary hydration numbers is 
furnished by activity measurements and conductance measure­
ments. In both these measurements the first few rare earths 
and the last few act very much the same, but there is a 
marked change in the center of the series. However, a quan­
titative explanation for the difference between the various 
rare earth ions in solution is not possible at the present 
time. 
The large difference in partial molal volumes and com­
pressibilities between rare earth nitrates and chlorides 
should also be noted. The chloride ion seems to have a much 
greater effect on the water structure than the large nitrate 
ion. Unfortunately, it is much harder to analyze the ion-
dipole forces for the nitrate ion than for the chloride. 
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Meaaurementa of tha apparent molal volumes and compreasi-
billties of some rare earth bromides would yield some val­
uable data. Since the primary difference between the chloride 
and bromide Ion is one of radius, infonnatlon would b© ob­
tained on the effect of anion sisse on these volume properties. 
More data on both the voliame effects and heat effects 
in solution are needed. Only by the aid of an extensive set 
of data can the various factors involved in solute-solvent 
interactions be realistically analyzed. Measurements of 
volume properties at different temperatures coiild also fur­
nish some valuable information. It would be very useful to 
know the apparent molal volumes and compressibilities of 
some salts below 1^® C. Below this temperature the water 
structure changes into the more ordered ice structure. This 
change should have a large effect on the volxane properties. 
A careful analysis of the coordination numbers of the 
rare earths as exhibited in crystal structures would be a 
useful beginning for a hydration number study. The possible 
coordination numbers of the rare earth ions should be at­
tacked, first, from a volume basis. Then, an energy analysis 
along the lines of Azzam's (12l|) work would be carried out. 
A difficulty in the volume requirement analysis is the 
deformable character of the water molecule. The shape and 
volume depend on the strength and nature of the forces 
acting on the molecule. 
However, a detailed analysis of the problem along the 
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lines sketched above is necessary before the volume effects; 
partial molal volumes, compressibilities, and expansibilities, 
can be treated in a quantitative fashion. If a detailed 
theory of tbe volume effects can be constructed, it would be 
a good first atep to a general theory of concentrated elec­
trolytic solutions. 
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V. SUMMRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Summary 
An apparatus for the precise determination of the 
adiabatic compressibilities of electrolytic solutions was 
constructed. This apparatus was a modification of the 
original ultrasonic interferometer of G» Pierce (111), 
The Interferometer was of the variable path type and was 
designed for operation at two megacycles. It was calibrated 
by numerous measiarements on the compressibility of water at 
25.0° C. 
The actual quantity measured in the apparatus was the 
velocity of sound in the solution being studied. This was 
used to calculate the adiabatic compressibility by the 
equation; 
ra " "Td ' 
where the quantities are defined in section III C, 
The compressibilities of lanthanum, neodymium, erbiiam, 
and ytterbium nitrates and chlorides were measured at 25*0° 
C, over the concentration range 0 to 0,li molal. It was found 
that the compressibility data for a given salt could be rep­
resented by the equation: 
+  A m - v -  B  *  ( 1 1 5 )  
Apparent molal compressibilities were calculated from the 
measured quantity,/^ , by the equation; 
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4 - 1000 (111) 
The density used in equation (13I4-) and the 0^^ used in equa­
tion (111) were calculated from the data of E. 0. Ayers (21). 
All the apparent molal quantities measured obeyed the equa­
tion: 
where and b' are characteristic of the salt. 
The partial molal quantities were calculated from the 
apparent molal compreaaibility relationships by means of the 
equation 
The slopes of the partial molal compressibility lines 
differed from the predicted Debye-Hiickel slope by at least 
150 per cent. It was found that the use of the measured 
in the calculation of the theoretical Debye-Hiickel 
partial molal volumes improved theory-experimental agreement 
"by 15 per cent. 
A critique of recent hydration number calculations was 
given together with suggestions from improving the calcula­
tions . 
A tentative explanation of anomalies in the apparent 
molal volumes and compressibilities of rare earth solutions 
was advanced. Suggestions for further work along these 
lines were made. 
4 = B' i (ll^O) 
(II4I) 
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B. Conclusions 
1. The apparent and partial molal compressibilitlea of 
the rare earth salts in aqueous solution show marked devia­
tions from the theoretical limiting laws. 
2. The specific compressibilities decrease regularly 
with concentration. The chlorides decrease somewhat more 
rapidly than the nitrates. An adequate theory has not been 
developed to explain the magnitude of the decrease or its 
dependence on ion sisse. 
3. The Debye-Huckel law does not explain the apparent 
molal volumes of the rare earths even with the use of 
measured compressibilities. 
4. The calculation of hydration numbers from measwed 
compressibilities is not very useful at present. The view 
of hydration taken is far too simple to yield useful informa­
tion. 
5. Data obtained for the rare earth chlorides in this 
investigation seem to supoort the hypothesis that the rare 
earth ions in solution can be divided into two groups. The 
difference between the groups is probably due to a difference 
in the most favored coordination number for waters of hydra­
tion. However, the order of the nitrate apparent molal com­
pressibilities casta doubt on this explanation. The reversal 
of order of LaCNO^)^ and MCNO^)^ , which should be in the 
same sub-group, implies that this picture is over-simplified. 
More data are needed before further speculation is possible. 
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6. Measurements of apparent molal volumes and com­
pressibilities should be extended to other rare earth chlo­
rides and nitrates. The present work is intended to serve 
as a preliminary survey of the problem. It would also be 
advisable to study the coordination niimber possibilities 
for the rare earths thoroughly. Knowledge of the possible 
coordination numbers would permit calculations of the 
changes in volume effects due to changes in coordination 
number. It would also be advisable to extend these meas­
urements to include some rare earth bromides. This would 
permit a less ambiguous analysis of the effect of anion 
size on the volume properties. 
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VIII. APPE^IDIX 
A» Eigon and Wicke Criticlain 
Bjerrum (125) has shown that within a certain critical 
distance £ ionic association is to be expected. For a 3:1 
electrolyte this distance is given by: 
Q : -XlL (152) 
2 DkT 
One can imagine that the raaximum physically possible value 
of n^ will occur when the _i-ion la of opposite charge to 
the J_-lon, when the concentration is as high as possible, 
and when the ions are as small as possible. 
Therefore, for a completely dissociated electrolyte 
one can take Bjerrum's q as a. The maximum theoretical 
concentration of spheres of diameter will occur when 
they are in contact with close-nacking and is given by: 
VT 
n(max) « —~ spheres / cubic centimeter 
(153) 
Our maximum bulk concentrations are then given by 
rr-
n]^ (max) = i i 
n2 (max) 
a-^ , (151|) 
= 1 
^ a3 . (155) 
Then 
- it -n-feg ( 2 ^ i ) JT 
DkT ft. II a3 , (156) 
lil.2 
and 
Letting 
then 
and 
( X a)^ (max) = 12 
JI -rr e 
a D k T 
a z 3 ^  
2 D k T , 
{X. a)^ wax : 8 TT s/2 = 
Xa (max) = 5*96 
(157) 
(158) 
(159) 
(160) 
This corresponds to I3 molar concentration which is beyond 
the llMits of solubility for all 3:1 electrolytes. 
The Debye-Hiickel expression for the potential at distance 
r from a central cation in a 3^1 electrolyte: 
e e - xr 
^ 1 K. a r . (161) 
attains a maximum at the minimum physically possible value 
2 
of r. 
where 
r = a 
^ (max) 
2 D k T 
> 36 
(162) 
(163) 
D a(l -I- K a) 
At this distance (contact with central cation) the concentra­
tion of anions is at its maximum given by 
^ 2 
I (max) Z Np (max) exp 
J Cm 
I 
How let 
a = 
2 D k T 
Ng (max) ~ N2 (max) e 
- l.lNg (max) 
— 0.82 N (max) 
and 
2/21 
D k T a(l -V H a) . (l6if) 
xa 6 
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The conclusion that may be drawn is that# even if the most 
extreme conditlona of concentration and small ion size are 
assianed, the Debye-Huckel formulas do not lead to impossible 
values for the local concentration of ions. At the worst 
only 80 per cent of the available sites need be filled by 
ions of one kind in order to satisfy the equations. 
Thus we see that the Eigen and Wicke fear is unfounded; 
we need not compensate for it. 
B, Derivation of Newton's Equation 
This derivation is the one given in Wood (126). 
Consider a unit volume of fluid of density^ , being 
traversed in the positive x-direction by a plane longitudinal 
wave. A force equation for this process can be written: 
^{>u/>t-»- xx-^nZ-^x) = - dp/dx 5 (l65) 
where u = particle velocity, and 
p = pressure. 
A continuity equation can also be written, in the form: 
u/^ X 
- u > X . (166) 
Define the compressibility,^ , by the equation? 
^ = -J5- < /"^ P> • (167) 
Therefore, 
p('5u/'^t -V- u';&.u/'ax)® p/ap • / "h X 
= - • ^e/ X . (168) 
Assume that the change in/®* is small, and that the mean 
lilil 
particle velocity is small. 
Then, 
u/ ^  X ; (169) 
p > u /  >  t = -  1 / ^ ^  .  X  .  (170) 
Differentiating equation (I69) with respect to jb, and equa­
tion (170) with respect to x yields: 
= - (0-^2 J (171) 
p">2u/^x^t = - 1/^p x^ , (172) 
Eliminating "^^u/'^x'^t between these equations gives; 
. (173) 
But thia is Just a one-dimensional wave equation describing 
a wave traveling in the x-direction with a velocity; 
V = (1/(3(0 . (17W 
Therefore, 
^ = l/^v2 , (175) 
